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Mr. Burges called up the bill for the relief
Dreadful Effects of the Times.
of the Officers and Soldiers of the Revolution.
ly invited those who were of their own relig
The Village of Ravenstone, Bucks, was last
The question being on a motion by Mr.
ious society to become the new settlers. evening
thrown into the utmost consternation NINETEENTH CONGRESS....SECOND SESSION. Tucker to amend the bill so as to embrace
They cautioned these, however, against leav by the report
FÜBLISKBD BT
a labouring man of the
every officer and soldier ; or the widows o
ing their country out of any idle curiosity, or name of Bates,that
Z.V SENATE.
had attempted to destroy him
such as served six months.
Mr. T.
rambling disposition, or improper motive or
JAMES K. REMICH,
TViVOkr, JAN. 5
and his family, consisting of a wife and
spoke in favor of his proposition; Mr. Dor
to the violation of the feelings of their kin self
OPPOSITE THE MEETING-HOUSE.
daughters. The unfortunate wretch, it
The bill repealing in part the duty on im sey of Md. and Mr. Drayton of S. C. opposed
dred, or of their religious unity as Friends. two
was a shoemaker, but owing to the ported salt, was read the second time.
it, believing that it would destroy the bill;
To this caution he annexed “ A description appears
Mr. Holmes of Maine, said that the Com and Mr. Alston of N. C. supported it. When
of West New Jersey,” of its climate, soil, anti great depression of the times, had not been mittee
on Finance had in preparation a bill Mr. A. had concluded, the House adjourned.
to get work during the last rtw weeks ;
produce, in order that none might be deceiv able
his daughters who were grown up, were m for diminishing the duty on a number of im
For the Kennebunk Gazette.
ed, or have occasion afterwards to repent of the
habit of making lace, but,.fifom the same ported articles, and this bill we should pro
their undertaking.
5
.
cause, could not dispose of their work, and m pose to engraft upon that. With this view,
Extracts from the life and writings of Thus was William Penn employed during consequence the whole family was reduced he moved to postpone the bill to Monday
a considerable part of the present year. And to the last stage of want and wretchedness.
LPT SEPTATE.
WilUam Penn.
Agreed to.
thus, by becoming a trustee for Byllinge, he On Wednesday last, the unhappy father, un next.
THURSDAY* JAN. 11.
After
some
time
spent
in
the
consideration
In the year 1676, John Cheney, who lived was unexpectedly thrown into a situation
The report of the inspectors of the State
near Warrington, and who had written fre which brought before him the great question able any longer to witness the distresses ot his of Executive business, the Senate adjourned
Prison was referred to the Committee on
quently against the religious principles ot the of settlement in the then newly discovered wife and daughters, proceeded to a neigh to Monday.
State Prison—
Quakers, brought out a work which he cal world which enabled him to gain considera bouring market town, and succeeded in ob
Mr. Weston, Senator elect from Somerset*
MONDAY, JAN. 8.
led “ A skirmish upon Quakerism.
ne ble knowledge with respect to the formation taining a considerable quantity of white ar
The resolution proposing an inquiry into ;appeared, was qualified and took his seat*
took occasion in this to lay h?ld of a passage of these, and which therefore by degrees sonic, which on his return home he mixed in
in one of the books which Wiltthm Penn had qualified him for that station which he filled a pudding, with the determination o< putting the expediency of increasing the salary ot
FRIDAY, JAN. 12.
’ written in the course of his controversy with afterwards as the founder of Pennsylvania, an end to the lives of the whole family. 1 he the Post Master General, was taken up and
Bill to cede to t|te United States of Ameri
Faldo. This coming to the knowledgej ot with so much credit to himself, with so much consequences were truly horrible, the father agreed to.
.
.
After spending about an hour in Executive ca the jurisdiction of the island or Rock cal
Penn, he produced by way of reply, lhe honour to his country, and to the admiration and daughters ate greedily of the unwonted
led Martinicus Rock off Penobscot Bay, also
fare, which the mother, supposing tq be the business, the Senate adjourned.
Skirmisher defeated, and Truth defended, of succeeding age-;.
effects of hunger, restrained herscii
doTUESDAY, JAN. 9. | a certain lot Of land on Pemaquid point m the
in which be was so successful, that Cheney
I town of Bristol passed to be engrossed, in
ing. In about an hour afterwards ,
lather |
_
ycntni’cd to pvovokc turn
and his two daughters were lifeless corpses« Mr.
Thomas,
from
the
Committee
on
Ro.
ds
» eoncurm'cc
withCommittee
j.he House. on
There is extant a letter which he wrote
Mr.
JL
IIVUIU»,
HWK
»uv
’
-----~
xvir. i nviudo,
_ .................. Mr. Cliurchfll
from the
and the mother now lingers in a. most danger and
Canals, reported “ a Bill to grant a quan
this year to two Protestant women of quali
Banks
and
on
an
order to enquire whether
ous
state
;
but
little
hopes
are
entertained
of
ty in Germany. The one was the Princess
tity of Land to the State of Illinois, for the
her ultimate recovery.
English Paper.
From the New-York Gazette.
purpose of aiding in opening a Canal to con any incorporated Banks refuse to redeem
Elizabeth, daughter of the deceased Freder
nect the waters of the Illinois River with their bills, 8cc. reported an order relating to
ic the fifth, and grand daughter ofking
the Passamaquoddy Bank at Eastport—read
James the first. The other was Ann Mana
those of Lake Michigan,” which was read.
ANN BEAUCHAMP.
OLD TIMES.
and accepted—sent down.
de Hornes, Countess of Hornes, the friend
The name of this extraordinary and ill-fa
Edward Broadfield, of Kensington, and an
WEDNESDAY, JAN. 10.
and companion of the former. 1 hese ladies other person in Philadelphia, received, m ted
woman is again brought before the public
i
SATURDAY, JAN. 13.
had long discovered a serious disposition ot 1765 a premium of £50 from the Royal $oci- :in a volume of letters lately published at the
Mr. Holmes presented the petition of Dan
Mr. Churchill from the Committee on the
mind, and one of them, the Princess had ety in London, for discovering the best mode South, and ascribed to her. If she really be, iel Granger and others, praying for a survey
shown her liberality and humanity by afford
as represented, the author of these letters, of Saco River ; The Senate went into Exec Treasurer’s annual report, reported thereon
_ rea(j and accepted—sent down and concur
we she will be known to posterity not merely as utive business, ihd shortly after adjourned.
ing an assylum in her dominions to persons ^irfnS^Gazette, of May W.
red
who had been persecuted on. account of their find a long account ot one 1 homas Yance, the desperate instigator to the revenge, m the
Mr. Churchill from the Committed on
THURSDAY, JAN. 11.
religion. Since that time they had looted then residing about 7 miles from Petersburgh, pursuit of which she evinced a thirsty eager
Banks reported an order relating to the Ken
favourably upon those doctrines which the Virginia, who was 125 years of age, said to ness and inflexible resolution rarely examThe committee on the Post office reported nebec Bank, which was read and passed, sent
Quakers taught; for R. Barclay, the celebrapled in the records of crime, but as the gifted■
Im:down. House concurred.
Sd apologise and B. Furley, who were then be the oldest individual in America.
On the 17th of May, 1765, about 115 houses possessor of a genius, which, had it been actravelling on the Continent as ministers, had were destroyed by fire at Montreal.
compained by an equal strength and cultiva- proposing to divide a part of the revenues ot
paid them a religious visit, anijhad beeni well
In July, 1765, the heat was greater in Phil tion of moral principle, would have rendered the Government among the several States ot HOUSE OF REPRESEPTTAtlVES.
received by them. The Object of this letter adelphia than ever before known, the mer her the brightest ornament ot her age. in- the Union, for the purpose of Education and
THURSDAY, JAN. H.
(a very long one) was chiefly to afford thbm cury having risen to 96£, Many persons died stead of sacrificing herself to guilty and aban Internal improvement, was reported without
Petitions read and committed. Samuel
consolation, and to exhort them to constancy by drinking cold water.
doned love, and sinking into an early and ig amendment.
Coney, Adjutant General of the State for an
and perseverance in the way to which they
In February, 1763, the Assembly of Massa nominious grave, she might have reposed m
increase of salary. Several persons w be in
had been thus providentially directed.
chusetts, in Session at Boston, ordered their the arms of virtuous affection, and have hyed HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES. corporated as the Buxton Manufacturing
About this time William Penn came acci thanks to Col. J. Winslow for re-taking New to adorn society, and exalt and purify the
FRIDAY, JAN. 5.
CTheacommittee appointed to contract with
hearts of men. The ruthless assassin 01 her
dentally into the situation of a manager of co
,
,
. i
ital concerns in New-Jersey m North foundland.
Mr. Tomlinson, from the Committee on some person to draft bills and resolves for the
In July, 1764, a large sloop was launched peace and name might have excited m the
America ; a situation not only impoitam m in New-York, belonging to a number ot gen triumph of his arts but it must Iwve been the Commerce, reported a bill to exempt Swed members of the Legislature reported that
itself but which produced the most impor tlemen with a well in her bottom, to preserve: ferocious and fiendish exultation with which ish and Norwegian vessels, and the merchan they had agreed with Wm. B. Sewall,
tant results; for by being concerned there, and reduce the price of fish—a scheme which1 the serpent eyed the desolation lus stratagems dise imported therein, from the payment of to perform that service.
he was by degrees led to, and fitted foi, the it is said, if successful will prove a great saving. had brought over the garden of Eden. Sharp discriminating duties, for a limited period ;
Ordered, That the committee on the Mili
formation of a colony of his own 1 he way, _ [This appears to have been the first ot the invaded the sanctuary of his innocent victim, which was read twice, committed to the tia &c. be iurtructed to inquire into the ex
in which he came So concerned wa^ this common fishing smacks so numerous at the when bound to him by ties that should have Committee of the Whole on the state of the pediency of abolishing all parts of the Militia
Lord Berkeley, who was joint Pr0Prlft°{'^
restrained hi# lawless appetites—and that Union, and ordered to be printed.
system so far as admissible by the Constitu
New-Jersey with Sir George Cafteret, had PrineDecember 1763, many vessels had, in too under the mask of treachery and deceit.
tion of the U. States and of this State—read
SATURDAY, JAN. 6.
in the preceding year sold his half s^re of ope week, sailed on foreign voyages from Both have now gone to receive the recom
passed. Sent up.
it to John Fenwick intrust for EdwardByl- Portsmouth, N. H.—there were left 20 ships, pense that is due to each; still it is demanded
Mr. Tucker, of South Carolina, laid the and
An order came from the Senate, directing
linge It was on this subject that the dispute 2 «¡nows 24 brigs, 10 schooners and 10 sloops. that artifice should be stripped of its disguis following resolution on the table for consider the committee who had under consideration
aroSse between Fenwick and Byllinge^dh
£> The monl of December 1763, in one es, and the real merits of each be presented ation on Monday:
! the Treasurer’s report, to make inquiry as to
“ Resolved, That the Secretary of War be what proceedings ought to be had respecting
William Penn has just been
week. 700 horses were shipped at New-Lon for the judgment of the world as they are.
Newburyport
Herald.
have arbitrated, and which since that timfe don for the West Indies. [The same trade
directed to report to this House, as nearly as a public, standard of weights and measures
he had by means of the most exemplary there is still kept up, but not to so great an
practicable, the number of surviving Officers for the use of the States. The House con
perseverance brought to an amicable issue.
of the Army, on the Continental Establish A COUNTRY SUNDAY.
curred.
As soon as the adjustment toox place, Pen- eXInDecember 1762, a cow fatted by Col.
Has any one ever marked the moral beau■ ment, who are not now on the pension list; I
ywick in company with his wife.and
;
ERIDAY. JAN. 12.
Ben^min TredweB, at Great Neck, Ifong. ty of the>4.ill Sunday • fterpqpn hi some beau- also, their names and places of residence.
and several Quakers eii.o«t ,-ed to» .w.--. ■ 1 Isiaml, weighed 676 lbs. the quarter. Hit tiful
Mr. '/vlcxiiBe moved iL folfovang ’’
1
country village ? What a contrast it
The following Message was communica
*ntheTshTp Griffith, and took P^sessioh ^
tallow 144 lbs. hide 63 lbs.
i presents to the noise and dissipation ot a city ! i
the land. Bvllinge, however, who had been
On the 31st of Oct. 1765, Franklin s Ga- 1The amiable pastor enters the house devoted U0“ Resolved, That the Committee on Man ted from theofGovernor.
the Senate, and
drained of his money by the purchase, and zette appeared clad in mourning, and ob to the worship of his maker, followed by all ufactures be instructed to enquire into the ex Gentlemen
of the House of Representatives :
who since the sailing of Fenwick had expe- serves that rather than submit to the slavery the old and young, with reverence in then- pediency of INCREASING the duty upon
It has become my duty to inform you ot
rienced misfortune, found himself unable to of printing on stamped paper, he suspends his looks and piety in their steps. 1 lie buoyan imported spirits and molasses.
the death of the late Major Gen. John M Don
This resolution being read, was laid on the ald of the first Division of'the Militia. I immeet the pecuniary demands which were paper until‘an opening appears to resume cy of youth will sometimes venture upon an
brought against him. He agreed therefore its publication. Its publication was however innocent gambol or a passing thought of gai table.
nrove this opportunity to express my deep
resumedin a few days.
ety, but it is so chastened down by the exam
regret at the loss which the State has sustain
MONDAY, JAN. 8.
, About this time the General Congress, ple and authority of the village fathers, that
ed and to add, as a just tribute of respect to
revolutionary officers.
which had assembled in New-York,
it acquires from this very circumstance an
th¿ character of the deceased, that he was
The following resolution, by Mr. Tucker, esteemed as a most meritorious officer.
up, having agreed upon an address to tne additional charm of amiability. l.he veiy
King relating to the grievances of the colo- trees, fields, and shining streams appear to of South Carolina, was read :
Ver«HLfecOLN.
“ Resolved, That the Secretary of W ar be
a delight and tranquillity of such an af
F aurie of London, and Nicholas Lucas of nies/which was sent off from each of the sea feel
ternoon. The breeze sighs through the directed to report to this House the name
ports by the first conveyance.
Portland,
Jan.
11,1827.
Hertford two of the said creditors, to carry
It does hot appear that a single stamp was branches with all the softness and delicacy ot and rank of each Officer of th e Continental
Which was read and sent up.
his intention into effect. To this, but not used in this country. The >rtamp men, as youthful affection ; the rich fields wave be Army who served to the end of the Revolu
Order from the Senate, that Messrs. Wil
till after much consideration, he assented,; they were called, appointed to dispose of neath the breath of heaven, as it a feeling ot tionary war, and who were, by the resolutions liams and Washburn be a Committee with
andthus though he was in no way concern■ them, were exhibited in effigy m every colo ecstacy passed over them ; and the streams of Congress, entitled to half pay during hie ; such as the House may join, to consider and
ed in the affairs of Byllinge he came into the ny in America, except those persons who travel on their road rejoicing as the glittering and also, as nearly as practicable, the names report by resolve or otherwise, the time, place
situation described.
, . . declared they would not accept the appoint bride of the east, covered with Persian ru of the surviving Officers, and their places of and manner to be adopted relative to tne
His new office requiring exertion and this ment On the morning fixedTor the stamp bies, approaches the splendid mansions oi residence.”
,
choice of a Senator to Congress—The House
immediately, he was all at once overwhelmed
Petitions were presented from the tollow concurred and joined Messrs Shaw, Carpen
to go into operation, the church bells in, her lover.
in biSiness? The first thing he did, m con act
ing States : From Maine, by Mr. O’Brien ;
all the towns and cities were tolled; the flags
and Cobb, of W*
junction with the trustees, ^as to agree with of vessels hoisted at half mast; and at Bos
from N. Hampshire, by Mr. Healey ; from terPetition
of Oliver Perkins was read ajid
Sir George Carteret upon a division of the ton the great Tree of Liberty was adorned From the Boston Spectator or Ladies1 Album. Massachusetts, by Messrs. Webster, Dwight,
province. They allotted to the latter the with the effigies of G. G. and J. H. In Cana
Allen, Varnum, and Lathrop ; from Connec referred.
At eleven o’clock, the two houses met in
ticut by Messrs. Merwin, Baldwin, Barber,; convention agreeably to assignment, when
eastern part of ft, which by this time was tol- da and Nova Scotia, the military power forc
HOW TO CUT A DASH.
eratfly well peopled ; and the western In ed the stamps into u?e.
You must fall upon some way to cheat a Tomlinson, and MaUary ; from Vermont, by Amos Patten, and Alanson Mellen, Esqs»
. .
•
which no settlements had yet been made,
The merchants of N.
m S.pt. 1763 tailor by getting in his debt; for a great deal, Mr. Mattocks.
Councillors elect, came in and took and sub
Xey took in behalf of Byllinge to themselves expected
the arrival of 6000 firkins of best you know, depends upon exteriors. There
scribed the oaths required by the constitution
From this time the former took the name of butter from Ireland, in which case it was ex is no crime in this; for you will pay him if
TUESDAY, JAN. 9.
to qualify them to enter upon the duties or
East, and the latter of West New Je^ey ac pected that the country people would be you are able—and good clothes are necessa
Mr. Livingston of Louisiana, gave notice their office.
cording to their relative situation to each , obliged to come to town for a
that he Should, to-morrow, ask the House to
ry for a dash.
.
Tell a fihe story to some acquaintance wno consider a resolution which was submitted
were in the port of Philadelphia on
SATURDAY, JAN. 13.
°"This division having been made, they then theThere
29th of Sept. 1763, 37 ships, 9 snows, 31 knows but little about you, and by this means by him some days before, proposing to en
On motion of White of Monmouth, the
subdivided their own portion into a hundred brigs, 13 schs. and 44 sloops.
borrow as much money as will furnish you quire into the expediency of appropriating committee on Finance was instructed to in
lots. Ten of these they gave to Fenwick as
Dr. Benjamin Rush took his degree at with a very small bamboo or a large cudgel $50,000 for the relief of the distressed and quire what sum it will be necessary to raise
.arepayment for time, trouble and money ad- Princeton college, $ept. 23 1763.
—extremes are indispensable for a good dash. starving Greeks,
. .
by taxes for the support of the Government
vanced by him to Lord Berkeley, and the re
When you walk in the street take off your
On motion of Mr. Floyd of Virginia, leave
At this time, a line of British smps of war
current political year.
maining ninety they reserved for sale, for the were stationed all along our coast, to inter hat to every Gentleman’s carriage that pass was'granted to the Committee, raised on the theBill
regulating the sale of lottery tickets
benefit of the creditors of Byllinge.
communication
of
the
Vice
President,
to
sit
es.
You
may
do
the
same
to
every
pretty
was read twice and Wednesday, at ten o’
smugglers.
. n
.
The next step was to form a Constitution, cept
woman
;
for
if
she
is
well
bred,
(you
being
during
the
session
of
the
House.
In 1765 all bills drawn m New York on
clock, assigned for a third reading.
for those who in consequence of purchase London,
The House then took up the bill tor tne
Also several more petitions and remon
were, in case of being returned, lia smartly dressed) she will return the compli
were to settle on the new land. 1his task, ble to four per cent damage.
ment,
before
she
1»
as
time
to
Ttcqllect
wheth

relief
of
the
Officersand
Soldiers
of
the
Keystrances for and against the new county of
_
the most difficult, fell almost exclusively up
The Sun Fire Insurance Company of Phil er yours be the face she has seen some where i' olutionarv Army, which, after some little
on William Penn. He therefore drew up adelphia, and other Companies, and many or not—those who see you will call you a debate relative to the recommitment and Waldo, and several in favor of the Canada
what he called Concessions, or terms of g^nt inhabitants of the city, resolved, m Feb. 1765, dashing fellow.
postponement, was postponed to 1 hursclay C°The Committee on Banks and Banking, re-*
and agreement, which were to be mutually in order to reduce the price of Mutton, not to
As for your victuals and room you must next, in order to obtain certain information
in part an order instructing the Secre t
signed? The great outline of these may be purchase any Lambs that season, that the run in debt at your lodging house. You have from the Department of War. And then norted
tary of State to notify the President, Direc
comprehended in few words. The people
growth of Sheep might be increased. It was nothing to do when the score becomes troub the House adjourned.
tors and company of the Passamaquoddy
were to meet annually to choose one honest also agreed not to drink any foreign beer.
lesome, but to change your lodgings; you
JBank, at Eastport to appear before the Com
man for each proprietary, who had signed
WEDNESDAY,
JAN.
10.
>
must do this very slily, for fear you shall be
mittee of Legislature, if they see fit, on W edthe Concessions.—They, who were so cho
obliged to cut a dash behind some iron barred
The Speaker laid before the House a cowi- nesday the 7th day of February, at 2 o clock
From the Essex (Mass.) Register.
sen were to sit in assembly.—T-hey were to
.„ window, or perchance you are under age, munication from the Navy Department, trans in the afternoon to shew cause why the charThe beautifol conclusion of the President’s rthen you are secure.
mate, alter, and repeal laws-They , were
mitting the Reports of the Engineer who
.
of said Bank shall not be vacated—which
also to choose a Governor, or Commissioner, Message, where he ¿Hudes to the death of Never think of following any business- surveyed-the Navy Yards at Portsmouth, N.’[ ter
with twelve assistants, who were to execute the venerable Patriots Adams and Jefferson, such conduct is unworthy any dasher, in H. Charlestown, Mass. Brooklyn, N. Y. and was accepted in the Senate and came down
has been universally admired as one of those the evening never walk strait along the foot- Gosport, Va. with a view to the establish for concurrence.
these laws, but only during their pleasure.
[The form of this order elicited a long de
Every man was to be capable both of choosing felicitous turns which mark all his composi way, but go in a zij"g-zag direction. 1 his will ment of Dry Docks. The Secretary states
bate Messrs. Swan, of Portland, Goodenow,
and being chosen.—No man was to be arrest tions. But there is one beauty in it which is make some people
de believe
have been that all these places have common and im- of Alfred, and Davis, of Augusta spoke in fa
---- - • - you
,
ed imprisoned, or condemned in his estate or not generailv observed ; it is the delicate al dashing down your three bottles after dinner. Îortant advantages, and recommends that
vor of the order as it was reported. Messrs.
liberty, but by twelve menjof the neighbour lusion, to his father’s letter to his mother, of No dasher goes home sober.
locks be commenced at each.
Adams, of Portland, Evans, of Gardiner,
hood.—No > man was to be imprisoned foi the 3d of July, 1776, from which he borrows
The bill making appropriations for the McCobb, of Phipsburg, Vanceof Calais, Jew
debt; but his estate was to satisfy his credi the “ transition from Gloom to Glory. We
payment of Revolutionary and other pension ett of Bowdoinham and Roberts, ot bouth
tors as far as it would go and then he¡was to give the extract to those to whom it- is not fa
FLORIDA LANDS.
ers of the United States, was read a third Berwick, spoke in favor of adopting more en
be set at liberty to work again for himself miliar :
A traveller just returned from Florida be time and passed.
ergetic measures, and a motion to re-commit
and family.—No man was to be interrupted
of a Letter from John Adams ing asked his opinion about the fertility of
the order for amendment prevailed. Messrs.
or molested on account of the exercise of his to Conclusion
THURSDAY,
JAN.
H.
Mrs. Adams, dated Philadelphia, July 3, the country, observed—“ that it was the most
Adams, Davis and McCobb, were appointed
religion.—Such was the simple outline of the
Mr. Ripley, of Maine, appeared and took a committee.]
fertile country he ever saw, for the kinds
Concessions, “by an adhcrance to which he
his seat. The Judiciary bill, which was be
You will think me transported with en
hoped that he had laid a foundation foi those thusiasm, but I am noi; I am well aware of generally produced about 40 bushels oi-frogs fore Congress at the last session, was again
in after ages to understand their liberty both the toil, and blood, and treasure, that it will to the acre, and alligators enough to fence reported, read and committed.
_
A Comet has been discovered for several
as men and Christians, and by an adherance cost us to maintain this declaration, and sup it
At the request of Mr. Livingston of Lou evenings of last week, visible at a small dis
■ .«ri
to which they could never be brought into port
isiana,
who
again
tailed
up
his
resolution,
and defend these States. Yet through
tance S. E. of the planet Mars—it is at pres
Ah Irishman meeting another, asked him
bondage but by their own consent.
all the gloom I can see the rays of light and what had become of Patrick O’Murphey ?— proposing to assist the suffering Greeks, the ent too distant to form any correct judgment
Having
made
these
and other
arrangeayes
and
noeson
the
question
of
considera

H
?"
h
6
e
TnThis
colSues
gave
noffee
2.«
;
I
can
see
that
the
end
is
more
than
meats,
wttce WOrth all the means, and that posterity will Arrah, now, my dear honey, answered he,
of its course, but we mention the fact to uraw
ments, h%
he and
and his
his colleagues
colleagues gave
u
tion, wei‘<c required, when there appeared the attention of Astronomers to xte-W/ar. InL
signthe
“
through ’the kingdom", triumph, although jou and I may rue, which Pat, was condemned to be hanged* but he ayes 54, nays
of
same? circulated
in
saved his life by dying in prison.
signed, and cir<
through the medium of this, they particular- , I hope
shall not..

Benne&ttuU

States ^Legislature.

anv raeees?£wdrp
’ ° miu£et0 Valencia, Caracas, and Porto Cabello, and I S
»Ld f? thXaS’en or b-the dlsclP!lne P™- thence he comes here. We shall look for '
five thousand. Of the troops composing this
iEj-r w * m ’ or,hls reasQJ1,nS on the him early in February.
force there are to be four squadrons of caval
[continued from first page.]
report aDDear^to have”£2?_ Those persons who were opposed to him _
ry, a circumstance which indicates that it is
XV SENATE.
report appears to have been prepared with prior to his arrival, are now most clamorous
not contemplated their services will be con
ML 20,18277" fined
MONDAY, JAN. 15.
ability, and on mature reflection. The sub in his favor. The steps taken by Bolivar,
to garrison duty only.
Bill to cede to the United States the Juris ject is before the Legislature, and there we will soon raise the credit of the country.”
A Lisbon date of the 25th Nov. says that
diction of the Island or Bank, called Mantini- are content to leave it.
'
LATEST
FROM
EUROPE.
Count Villa Real, the Portuguese ambassador'
Annexed is a copy of Bolivar’s Procla
cus Rock off Penobscot bay, was passed to be
There is one remark, however, in this re mation :
London and Liverpool papers to the 16th at Madrid, had returned to the former capi
enacted.
port which We cannot forbear to notice. It
Colombians : Five years since I left this of Dec, have been received at New-York. tal, having demanded his passports in conse
is this, “ Most of the crimes of the tenants of
quence of the Spanish cabinet’s countenance'
to march at the head of the Libera
our State prison are in a great degree owing to capital
TUESDAY, JAN. 16.
and aid to the refugees. The departure of
ting Army from the shores of the Cauca to Interesting extracts follow.
On motion of Mr. Emery, the petition of intemperance or ignorance of the convicts.” the silvery heights of Potosi. A million of
On the 11th December the King of Eng the Portuguese legation was followed by notes
Reuben H. Green and als. was taken from This single fact speaks volumes. How ex Colombians, two sister Republics, have ob land transmitted the following Message to from the ministers of England, France, Aus
the files and referred.
tremely solicitous ought aZ/tobe to guard tained independence under the shadow of Parliament.
tria and Russia. These, it is added, brought
Resolves in favor of Oliver Perkins and for the morals and improve the minds of the ris your banners-—and the world of Columbus
Ferdinand to his senses.
“ GEORGE R.
purchasing Greenleaf’s Reports were read ing generation. Here it is alone, that crime has ceased to be Spanish. Such is the result
The king has had a severe attack of the
“ His Majesty acquaints the House of Com gout, which gave much alarm, as he is an
can be strangled in its infancy, and its intend of our absence,
and passed to a third reading.
mons that his Majesty has received an earn early riser, lives very abstemiously, and takes
Bill to incorporate the Trustees of the ed victim saved from all its consequences.
Your misfortunes have called me back to est
application from the Princes Regent of a great deal of exercise, so that his general
The following is a summary of, the num Colombia
Maine Conference of the Methodist Episco
;
I
come
full
of
zeal
to
consecrate
pal Church and Resolve providing for the bers, crimes of which convicted, employ myself to the national will, which shall be Portugal, claiming in virtue of the ancient good state of health is easily accounted for.
obligations
of alliance and amity subsisting
survey and establishment of the line between ments, and of the expenses and income of my code, because it is infallible.
The Morning Herald says, there is a pros
between his Majesty and the Crown of Por pect of a speedy reconciliation between his
Maine and New Hampshire passed to be en the prison.
1
he
national
voice
obliges
me
to
take
upon
grossed.
Whole number committed since ?
o, myself the supreme command; 1 abhor it tugal, his Majesty’s aid against an hostile Majesty and the Duke of Sussex. Their
July 4,1824.
J
184
aggression from Spain.
Order of the House of Representatives ap
estrangement has long been matter of public
mortally, since by that I am accused of ambi
His Majesty has exerted himself for some notoriety, .and very general regret.
Discharged on expiration of sentence, 75 tion
pointing Messrs. Ames, Adams and Emerson
&
an
attempt
at
monarchy.
What
!
Do
Pardoned,
----18
time past, in conjunction with his Majesty’s
with such as the Senate may join to be a com
The Duke of York, continues in a state of
Died by suicide,
2 they think me so mad as to aspire to degrade ally, the King of France, to prevent such .an great bodily suffering ; dnd, though his phy
mittee to take into consideration the applica
know that the destiny aggression ; and repeated assurances have
Escaped and not retaken,
1
tions for Lotteries with leave to report by
LIBERATOR is more sublime than the been given by the Court of Madrid of the sicians entertain no apprehension of immedi
Now remaining,
-88 of
bill or otherwise, as the various cases may re
ate danger, there is little hope that His Roy
IhrOne?
Of the whole number discharged, eight
determination of his Catholic Majesty nei al Highness will ever bd restored to perfect
quire was read and Messrs Emery and Hath
Colombians : I return to submit to the in ther
have been committed a second time.
to commit, nor to allow to be committed, health.
away were joined.
Of the number now in prison, 8 are Irish ; supportable weight of the magistracy ; for ift from his Catholic Majesty’s territory, any
2 English ; 4 Scotch; 2 J rench ; 1 German; moments of danger, to give it up were cow aggression against Portugal.
, .
WEDNESDAY, JAN. 17.
GREECE.
ardice not moderation : yet count on me only
“ But his Majesty has learnt, with deep
Petition of Geo. Thacher for increase of 1 Portuguese Negro.
If the news from this country may be de
until the law of the people recover their concern, that notwithstanding these assuran
CRIMES.
Salary was read and referred.
pended upon, the affairs of Greece are open
sovereignty. Permit me then to serve you
73 | Adultery,
Resolves for purchasing Greenleaf’s re Larceny,
3 .s a plam soldier and a true republican, as a ces, hostile inroads into the territory of Por ing a more favorable aspect. On the 16th of
tugal have been concerted in Spain, and have Oct. Ibrahim Pacha was near Argos, on th©
ports and in favor of Oliver Perkins were Assault with in- ? 3 | Forgery,
3 acitizen
in defence of the beautiful tro- been executed in the eyes of Spanish author
tent to ravish,
J (Counterfeiting,
passed to be engrossed.
3 P“>es armed
Corinthian road—his soldiers without pay
QV.r victories—-your rights.
Manslaughter,
3(
ities by Portuguese regiments which had de and himself without money.. He was not td
On motion of Mr. South wick, it was
FalaCfitof
the
Gov
’
t.
Bogota,
Nov.
23,
1826.
serted
into
Spain,
and
which
the
Spanish
Ordered, That the Secretary of $tate be
EMPLOYMENT.
return to Modon until the arrival of money
BOLIVAR.
Quarring Lime Stone,
15
government had repeatedly and solemnly en from Egypt.
directed to lay before the Senate the returns
7
Blacksmiths,
- -5
gaged to disarm and to disperse.
of the several Banks which may be in his
•Stonecutters, "V
.
x
jg
From a Jamaica Pafter, Nov. 26;
possession.
“ His Majesty leaves no effort unexhaust
Liverpool Chronicle of the 16th, says
Stonesawers,
.-¿r _ - ' 3
ed to awaken the Spanish government to the «
CONVENTION.
w u
HAYTI.
1 he report of the war has advanced the
Shoemakers,
- -v12
dangerous
consequences
of
this
apparent
con

,The two Branches met in convention at 11
, vVe have after much enquiry, ascertained,
price of most articles in our markets, and it
Shoebinders,
- - 1
o’clock and made choice of Elias Thomas,
that no actual revolt or insurrection had tak nivance.
is very popular amongst all classes at this
Whitewashing and cutting wood,
4
JSsq. for Treasurer of State, who received ev
“
Hrs
Majesty
makes
this
communication
en, place in St. Domingo, when the Vice Con
Tailors,
ery vote.
to
the
House
of
Commons
with
the
full
and
sul left Port au Prince for this island, but
Carpenters,
- .A
_
3
IN SENATE.
that, from the disposition of the people man entire confidence that his Majesty’s faithful
A. passenger in the Florida, from Liverpool,
Oakum pickers.and ihvaiids, - 9
Friday next at 11 o’clock was assigned for
ifested on the promulgation of the Code Ru Commons will afford his Majesty their cor writes from New-York, “that considerable
Cooks,
_
1
dial
concurrence
and
support
in
maintaining
choosing a Major General of the 4th Division
ral, a rebellion was hourly expected, should
excitement had been produced in England
Washes? and Waiters, of the Militia.
the gQVeriiment venture to enforce the ob the faith of treaties, and in securing against before he left, but that it was the general oIn the Hospital;
_ _
foreign hostility the safety and independence
4
noxious orders.
pinion that the threatening cloud would soon
In solitary confinement,
8
Accounts, through another authentic source of the kingdom of Portugal, the oldest ally of pass over. Much however depended on the
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES.
Great Britain.”
G. R.”
EXPENSES AND INCOME..
assure
us,
that
great
dissatisfaction
prevailed
MONDAY, JAN. 15.
Whole amount of expenses from
Tn the House of Lords, the same message conduct of France. Business was in a good
throughout the population of that island, on
degree suspended ; holders feeling safe at
-v^r’ Adams, of Portland, from the Commit Dec. 16, 1825, to Nov. 30, 1826,
was delivered.
account
of
the
levying
taxes
to
raise
the
mothe prices of the day, and purchasers wanting
tee, to whom the order respecting PassaipaThe answer of the King’s message was car confidence
was
$13,099.08
y
contribution
to
France,
and
to come forward.
quoddy Bank was on Saturday committed, re lhe income during the same pe
ried without a dissenting voice in either house
that,
it
it
was
attempted
to
be
enforced
the
ported the order in a new draft, by which
riod from sales of articles man?of Parliament, and evinces a greater degree
most
serious
disturbances
would
assuredly
In evidence of the extreme distress of the
the Secretary of State was directed to issue a
ufectured,
3,93604ensue.
} of union and determination on the part of the
citation to the President, Cashier,and Direct Sales.ot Lime Rock,.
1,64667
British government, than we ever recollect Irish poor, it is stated that besides those in
ors of Passamaquoddy Bank, to appear with
to have noticed on any former similar occa the public streets, there were others housed
SIAKIi AKTICS.ES
their books, papers, &c. at the Senate Cham
Stock on hand,. ‘
$10,05082
sion'. At the close of the discussion which in lanes and garrets “ without even a particle
ber in Portland, on Wednesday the seventh
took place in the House of Commons, upon a of straw or covering, much less of food, -.and
Portland Gazette.,
Shocking Transactions at New-London.
day of February next, before a Committee of
motion by Mr. Canning, the object of which in this state they remained until they expired
Bos. Pal.
the Legislature, to show cause, if any they
We learn from a correspondent at New- was to pledge the House to support his Maj of absolute famine!”
have, why the charter of said Bank should
London, that on Monday night last, a quarrel esty in any measure for the preservation and
not be revoked, &c. The notice to be served
took place in a cellar, occupied as a grocery welfftre of Portugal, Mr. Canning said—
„
LONDON, DEG. I.
m
NORFOLK, JAN. 8.
by the Sheriff of the County, in which the
between a man by the name of Spencer, and “ 1 he object of this measure is not war.,
_ n
GREBRS.
LATEST FROM MARACAIBO.
Bank is located, or one of his deputies, upon
i he Greek government has officially an two brothers by the name of Forsyth. Spen- The object of this measure is to take the last
Capt. Stevens, of the schr. Argo, from
two or more of the Directors of said Bank.
nounced that the British government had ap- cer was, or had been, a sailor. After he left chance of peace. If England does not prompt Maracaibo, whence he sailed 4th ult. informs
P
1
ized
the
Ministers
of
the
Sultan,
that
Enathe cellar, the two Forsyths offered the fire ly go to the aid of Portugal, Portugal will be that a very serious disturbance took place
[The House occupied a great part of this
day’s session in a debate upon the question of Jand m conjunction with Russia and France man of the steam boat Long Branch who trampled upon, and then war will come, and there on the night previous to his sailing, be
had
determined
to
arrest
the
effusion
of
blood
passing this order. It was opposed by
was present, three dollars if he would “go come, too, in the train of degradation. If tween the soldiery and the inhabitants, in
and beat the d—d rascal,” while they were we wait until Spain have courage to ripen her consequence of the former n<*t receiving their
Messrs. Ames, of Bath, Pillsbury, of East in the Peloponnesus.
to
stand by with clubs, and knock the first secret machinations into open hostility, we pay. The merchants had been taxed §1000
port, and Goodenow, of Alfred, and advoca
. ,
SPAIN.
man down who attempted to interfere. The shall h^ve war—we shall have the war of each to pay the troops. The inhabitants,
ted by Messrs. Adams, of Portland, Davis of
A letter fr?m Bayonne statfcs tliattheAvhole fireman closed with the proposal, followed the pacificators^ and who then can say when generally, were in favor of Bolivar, and of his
Augusta, Evans, of Gardiner, and Jewett, of
Bowdoinham. On motion of Mr. Bixby, of ovnil ikPain 1S- c°nvulsed by agitation and bpencer, and knocked him down in the street. that war will end.”
being invested with supreme authority . The
Athens, the question was taken by yeas and ei oit the Spanish troops were deserting in After some struggle, Spencer succeeded in
Mr. Canning’s speech, upon proposing the Government had ordered all the Gun-Boats
nays—yeas 112, nays 13. So the order in scores the cry of constitution was heard in getting to the Hole-in-the-Wall public house,, answer to the King’s message, is a most able lying in port to be manned and equipped, for
several towns, and a general revolutionary though not until he had received a severe; and eloquent pertormanqe. After giving a the purpose of quelling any disturbance on
the new draft was passed.]
movement was daily expected.
x
1 he firOmatj afterwards went to, -historyof the alliance between England and the pait of the disaffected.
L Great Britain should ultimately go to n
' ®iiP,iessed his sorrow for what he: Portugal, ahd describing the present condi
TUESDAY, JAN. 16.
Spain’ 've should not be surprised to had done, and by way of settlement paid him tion of Spain and Portugal, and enforcing the
Ordered, That the Committee on Finance
be directed to prepare and report a .Bill pro hear that one of her acts had been to send a the three dollars received from the Forsyths necessity of affording to the latter the assist- Office of the Alexandria Phenix Gazette, ?
Saturday Evening, Jan. 6, 1827. 5
viding for the assessment and collection of a Pnl?Afliret tO take possesston of Cuba and and took his receipt in full for the flogging’ ance which the exigences of her case requir
Forto Rico..
Y. Post.
Spencer afterwards died, and on Saturday the ed, he became extremely animated, especial
State tax of Fifty Thousand Dollars.
INDIAN WAR.
fireman and two Forsyths were lodged in rail ly in adverting to the possible consequence of
Despatches by express, were tiais morning
to await their trial. The same, day, (Satur the present state of things. “ Let me be dis received at Washington, from the Governor
IMPORTANT RUMOUR.
WEDNESDAY, JAN. 17.
Bill to incorporate the Trustees of the
Capt. Treadwell, from Antwerp, Nov. 20 day) the wife of Spencer, being somewhat in tinctly understood,” said he, “ as not mean of Florida, stating that on the morning ot the
Blaine Conference of the Methodist Episco and twenty-five days from Flushing, informs toxicated, met a Mrs. Barns, who was no ing that I dread war in a good cause—that I 6th Dec. the Indians committed a wanton,
pal Church, was read once and referred to nhlpT61,3! genttomen arrived at the latter mend of hers. A quarfel ensued, severe dread war from a distrust of our powers and unprovoked, and deliberate murder, on the
Messrs. Cobb, of D. Smart, of P. and Fogv, feday» before he sailed (15th Decem- blows were interchanged, and Mrs.. B. went our resources to meet it. No, I dread it up west side of the Ocilla river. The greater
of Eliot.
pounded. Yesterday morning on far other grounds. I dread it, because I part of a Mr. Carr’s family had been butcher
I? England;, and reported that five z
portsmouth, with she died ; and the deceased Spencer’s widow am conscious of the tremendous power which ed and burnt in the flames; of their own
Resolve priding for the survey and es 1000 tinthe lnl
was
lodged
in
prison with those who had this country possesses, of pushing away war dwelling—one man, four children, and a ne
WOO
troops
on
board
;
that
ten
others
would
tablishment of the line between Maine and
New-Hampshire was passed to a second follow immediately, with 10,000 troops, on a compassed the death of her husband—all to in which she may now be engaged, to gro, were the victims of savage cruelty. The
Reading.
consequences, at the bare contemplation of executive immediately ordered out the mili
seciet expedition, supposed for the Tagus; meet their trials together.
N. f. Com. Adv.- which I shudder.. It will.be recollected that tia, in competent force, under the command
Friday next at 11 o’clock was assigned for & that it was rumoured, before they left, that
when, some years ago, I- took the liberty of of Gen. R. K. Call, who is now in pursuit of
coming to a choice of Major General of the a war between England and the Holy Alli4th division.
wRyeh^kLsf°2 taike plaee- ™'s news’ it
The Post Master General’s statement cf adverting to a topic of this nature, when the murderers. Orders have been transmit
The Committee appointed to consider the Wil be observed, does not correspond with the net amount of postage received in the it was referred to hi this house, with re ted in all the counties, to place the country
time, place and manner to be adopted in the pacific character of the speech of the various States and Territories, in the year spect to the position of this country at the m a state of defence, and Capt. Dade, of the
Gaz.
making choice of a Senator from this State King of England.
ending March 31, 1826, is as follows N<Sw- present time, I then stated, that our position United States army, with one company, is
in the Congress of the United States, made a
York, §212,536 15—Maine, 22,916 07—Ver was not merely one of neutrality between stationed on the Suwannee river, and is ac
report which was accepted in concurrence.
BOLIVAR IN COLOMBIA.
mont, 12,305 31—New-Hampshire, il,827 78 contending nations, but between contending tively engaged in arresting and disarming
Bill in addition to an “ Act to regulate the
An arrival (the Bunker Hill) at New-York —Massachusetts, 02,428 93—Rhode-Island principles and opinions—that it was a posi the Indians, many of whom are painted for
sale of Lottery Tickets” reported yesterday 50X?r?afn??^brinSsadvices from that 12,662 90—C9nnecticut, 27,640 71—New- tion of neutrality, which alone preserved the war, and display hostility.
was called up.
Companies of mounted men have been or
piace to the Wth December. Bolivar arriv Jersey, 15,584 05—Delaware, 4,690 93—Ma balance of power, the maintenance of which
This Bill provides for granting licenses to ed at Bogota on the 4th November, and pro ryland, 56,046 13—Pennsylvania, 118,06658 I believed necessary to the safety and wel- dered from several of the counties, and an
the venders of Lottery Tickets.
ceeded for Venezuela on the 27th. From '—Ohio, 27,479 92—Michigan Territory, 1 - fare-of Europe. Nearly four years of expe express has been sent to Col. Lynch, com
The passage of the bill was opposed by thence he was expected to arrive at Cartha- 732 51—Virginia, 67,294 81—North Caroli rience have confirmed, and not altered the manding the U. S. troops at Pensacola, and to
Mr. M’Cobb, of Phipsburg, and Mr. Bent of gena about the 10th to the 15th of January, na, 24,505 08—South Carolina, 44,763 65_ opinion I then declared; and 1 still fear that Col. Brooke, at Tampa Bay, requesting their
Bangor, ¿md advocated by Mr. Bourne, of ¿he seat of Government was to be establish- Kentucky, 23,111 64—Georgia, 39,428 25— the next war in Europe, if it should spread immediate aid, which, the executive believes,
Kennebunk, and Goodenow, of Alfred.
£>^hi?reSient >at the latter place, or at Tur- Louisiana, 27,477 36—Illinois, 2,446 64—Ten- beyond the narrow compass of Portugal and will be promptly given, and which, he says*
A motion having been made to recommit baco, 12 miles distant. Letters state, that on nessee^ 16,112 07—Alabama, 18,092 58—In Spain, will be a war of the most tremendous will enable him to protect the inhabitants of
the Bill, for amending it so that parts of tick a riving at Bogota, Bolivar took decisive diana, 4,996 23—Missouri, 5,288 65—Arkan nature, because it will be a war of con the territory, and, if necessary, to carry th&
ets should be signed by the managers, to measures to restore order-that he invested sas Territory, 785 65—Florida Territory 1 - flicting opinions—1 know that this country war into the enemy’s country.
The executive states it as his opinion, that
make the public more secure. Mr. M’Cobb himself with the authority given him by the 579 09—District of Columbia, 11,518 44— could not avoid seeing ranked under her ban
said he was opposed to the recommitment in i
5ltutlon,in .cases °f insurrection ; that he Mississippi, 9,574 97. Grand total ¿912,893 ners all the restless, and all the dissatisfied, the body of the Seminole nation is not con
whether with cause, of without cause, of ev cerned in the late hostile movements.
asmuch as he was opposed to all the provis bad ^spatched Santander to Peru, abolished 08.
ery nation with which she might be placed
The Mickasuky tribe, who may muster aions of the Bill.—Mr. Mitchell of Portland, nf
°f ^e.tory of Foreign Affairs and
■was also opposed to the recommitment.
at variance. I say, the consciousness of ; bout two hundred warriors, and the discon
Navy—and increased the pay of the
°ftke Bank °fthe United States. this fact—the knowledge that there is in the tented Creeks, it isbelieved, have madly de
The question was then taken upon recom
the navy wo per cent The InI he President of the United States with hands of this country such a tremendous pow termined on hostilities.
mitting the bill, and there were 73 for and 28
HFt+hi.agen?’ was to be removed.
the conserit of the Senate, has appointed er induces me to feel, as I do feel. But it is
against it so it was recommitted;
We learn that the Department of War
Nicholas-1W„fo-of Phi!adelphiavJohn Mc- one thing “ to have^a Giant’s sttvngtft^ and immediately upon reading the despatches,
Mr. Herrick, of L., then moved that the
Kim.Jr.
of
Baltimore,
Victor
Dupont
of
Del

another thing to “ use it,like a Giant.” The sent off an express, with the necessary orders
Committee be instructed to inquire into the
aware, Campbell P. White of New-York and consciousness that we have this power keeps tor the most efficient defence.
expediency of appointing an agent for vend
Benjamin
Hatcher
of
Virginia,
to
be
Direct

ing all lottery tickets in this State but the mo was to prorogue the Congress until Jan. 1831
us safe. Our business is not to seek out oppor
tion was lost.
sti?ntinn1C«h
he determined the con ors on the part of the government,, for the en tunities of displaying it, but to keep it, so
suing
year.
The
stockholders
of
the
bank,
that it may be hereafter shewn that we knew From the New- York Advertiser of Saturdayo.
Mr. Carpenter, of H., moved that the com stitution shall be maintained. Hhis great
on-the 1st and Sd inst.made choice of the fol its proper use—and to shrink from converting
mittee be instructed to inquire into the ex
THE*EXCITEMENT YESTERDAY.—It will b©
Seems to beA° lessen the expenses of lowing
gentlemen,
via:
the umpire into the oppressor. The conse seen, on reference to our Review of the
pediency of requiring the licensed venders of the government. He has therefore ordered
„7
’
homas
P.
Cope,
James
C.
Fisher,
Daniel
Lottery Tickets to give bonds, and the mo C^th^at0 be \educ/d to six thousand men.
quence of the letting loose of those passions Market, that the news from England caused
tion prevailed.
*1
&
i y’i °n2y a few smal1 vessels are to W. Cox, Henry Pratt, Richard Willing, Am which are all chained up, may be such as an unusual stir in this market. The spirit of
brose
White,
John
Hemphill,
Silas
E.
Weir,
would lead to a scene of desolation, such as speculation, which had been dormant for a
tbe rest areAo be sold or to be
laid up. In all the Departments expenses Horace Binney, John Bohlen; Thomas Cad- no one can, for a moment, contemplate with long time, was called into action. Great in
are to be reduced. Mr. Restrepo, the S- walder, Henry Toland, Matthew L. Bevan out terror, and such as I could never lie easy quiry was made as to the nature of the news
REPORT
Of the Warden of the State Prison.
i;he Interior’is also to discharge the James R. Pringle, of South-Carolina ; Robert upon my couch, if I had the consciousness of received. The advices as to various articles,
Se7etary ot S*ate’in the room of Mr. Gilmor, of Maryland ; Alexander Brown, of having, by one hour, precipitated it. This, ot merchandize were greedily sought for, and
This report contains many valuable facts R o
Revenga who accompanies the President to Maryland; WalterBowne,ofN.York Philip then, is the reason—a reason the reverse of those which had experienced an improve
and reflections relative to the management of XTu
1of Consul g“ at Hone, of New-York; Nathaniel Silsbee, and fear—a reason the contrary of disability, why ment m England, Were immediately specula
penitentiaries, to produce by them the effect
Daniel Webster, of Massachusetts;
I dread the recurrence of a war.”
ted upon in our own market. Those most;
for which they were designed. The severi the U. States, and elsewhere, is to be done
And at a meeting of the Directors on the
Mr. Canning was much exhausted, and the enquired for, and in which anv considerable
H!'h\and tbe duties are t0 be perform
ty of justice is exercised in humanity even
evening
of
the
2d
inst.
Nicholas
Biddle,
Esq.
ed
by
the
charge
d
’
affaires.
In
fact
in
ca™next
day
was
so
ill,
in
consequence
of
his
ex

transactions were made, are Cotton, Flour,
towards theculprit. It has in view not only
was unanimously re-elected.President, for the ertions, as to be unable to attend in the house. Flaxseed, Indigo, Cochineal and Ashes*
the peace and security of community and the lUng lus plans into execution, the expenses same period.
On the 13th Parliament adjourned to the" Many other articles, such as Sugar, Naval
prevention of crime but also the reform of of the government will be reduced from four
The Bank of the United States has declar
the offender, in the very atonement it exacts. teen millions ox dollars, which they are now ed a dividend of three per cent, for the last 8th of Feb. Mr. Peele, who moved the ad Stores, &c. would have been speculated in
journment, gave notice that on the 12th of but our market is nearly bare of them. The
M' hatever discipline, therefore, is best cal estimated at, to three millions. - He has six months, payable after the 11th inst.
Feb. Mr. Huskisson would call the attention news by the Florida reached, this city by a
culated to promote these objects is a subject brought with him six generals, and Ids in
of the Hou$e to the consideration of the for pilot boat on Thursday night, and early yes
dention is to change the Commanders in all
of deep solicitude.
J
WORCESTER,
JAN.
10.
eign corn question.
terday morning it is believed that several ex
This subject like most others, is suscepti tookPc'Zal IOW!-1S- , General Saloa who
LONGEVITY.
Some skirmishing Fad taken place in Por presses were despatched to the Southern
ble of vast improvement. These improve and InSSn\SC°nn§here as Comniandant
We
are
informed
that
Mrs.
Eunice
Pratt,
tugal, between the rebels and the troops of cities.
ndant- ()ne person is to perform
ments will naturally suggest themselves to
formerly Eunice Gaffield, who was taken
the faithful warden, and through him be com both duties ; and he intends selectin/milita- captive by the Indians, tn the surprise of the government. The English troops were
expected to arrive before the rebels had made
fbore be bas confidence m.
municated to those whose duty it is, to avail
By an arrival at New-York, from Vera
re was to leave Bo§ota Brigham’s Fort, in Hinsdale, N. H. in 1755, any progress to the south of the Douro.
themselves of the opportunity, and apply fo?Marar2?h °f
Cruz, it is reported that the Mexican squad
and carried into Canada, is now living in the
bv
t^e
1
8uppose
he
wdl
Ah
The Courier says, the amount of force ron, consisting of a frigate, 2 brigs and a sch.
such remedies as exigencies demand.
town of Dana, in the County of Worcester, at which will be despatched in the first instance,
oy tae Uth Dec, upd from thence he'proceeds the
uncierCom. Porter, sailed the Sth ult. on a
advanced age of ninety six.
JEiAs.
and upbn the emergency of the occasion, is I

Fomrarâëws

f

UNITED STATES SENATOR.
RHODE ISLAND.
Ar. at Holmes’ Hole, 11th, Plueton, Nor
The General Assembly of Rhode Island folk, for Saco.
Agreeably to assignment the House, yes
To the Hon. Jonas Clare, Esq. Judge'of
terday, on their part, at 11 o’clock, proceed adjourned on Saturday last, to the Tuesday
Probate within and for the Countu of York.
Ar.at Newburyport, 15th, sch. Maria, John
ed to ballot for the choice of a Senator to preceding the first Wednesday in May, then son, Saco, wood.
JOHN GAREY, of Alfred, in the County
___
VERY CHEAP!!!
Congress, in the place of the Hon. John to meet at Newport. A bill passed during .„Ar. al- Marseilles, Nov, 30, brig Eyder,
of York, and Mehitable Garey, his wife
Holmes, whose term of service expires on the the session repealing the duty on the sale of 1 ripp, of this port, from New York.
—
~y<ORSE. SLEIGH, and James Ridley, of Alfred, and Mary Ridley”
3d of March next. Messrs. Smith, Davee, domestic goods by auction, and increasing the
1 he brig Carroll, Piper, of this port, 33
-L
HARNESS—The Horse his wife, Benjamin Webber, of Shapleigh, m
Swan, Trafton and Page, were appointed a duty on auction sales of foreign goods to one days fropn Virginia, ar. at Cowes, Dec. 8, and
is about 10 years old, and will be said County, Edmund Roberts, and Hannah
Committee to receive, sort and count the and a half per cent.
Roberts, fits wife, Samuel Littlefield, and
ssMsasAs^sold for $25.
sailed 10th, for Bremen.
votes. Having attended to that service, they
The Elbe, from Matanzas, last from New ' Sleigh, steel plated Shoes, nearly new. 1 heloah Littlefield, his wife, James Web-*
reported that the whole number of votes
ber, John Webber 3d, and Joseph Norton,
A female swindler, the Countess of Jersey, port, Aug. 31, ar. at Trieste, Nov. 11.
price $15.
were 149, and necessary for a choice, 75.
has been convicted at Brussels, of hiring a
and Esther, his wife, kins to the estate of
New WAGGON, price $25.
At St. Eustatia, Dec. 19, brig Leo, of this
Benjamin Webber, of Shapleigh, deceased,
splendid palace and furnishing it elegantly, port, waiting cargo.
HARNESS, $7. 1
'
A. K. Parris had
77
pretending that she was an agent for Joseph
Humbly shew, that they are each entitled to
Ezekiel Whitman,
• 26
At Port au Prince, about Dec. 7,brig Ores
Bonaparte, Count de. Survilliers, who has tes, of this port, for Mobile, next day.
one fourteenth part of the Real Estate of the
John Holmes,
18
1
Brass
8
day
CLOCK
:
black
been frequently mentioned in thetpapers as
said deceased, that they cannot possess oc
Peleg Sprague,
13
At St. Vincents, Dec. 12, brig Eunice, Ste^
about to visit Brussels.
Walnut Case, and warranted a first rate cupy and improve the said parts to any ’ ad
Joshua Wingate,
8
venson, of Saco, from Norfolk, discg. unc.
vantage, while the same lays in common and
time piece—price $30.
Keuel Williams,
5
Sailed from Flushing, 15th Dec. brig Cor
All or any of the above named articles will undivided, but wholly lose the profits thereof
Wm. P. Preble,
1
sair, Durrill, of this port, for New-Orleans.
VERY LIBERAL OFFER.
—
Wherefore they pray that notice may te
Joshua Cushman,
1
We learn that Silas E. Burrows, Esq. of At Barbadoes, 6th ult. brig Tom, Emery, be sold for Cash or approved credit.
issued in due form of ¡aw, and that the said
---- x
JOHN H. HILTON.
A message was thereupon sent to the Sen Stonington, has formally tendered to the of Saco.
parts may be setoff to them and assigned to
Kennebunk Landing, Jan. 20, 1827.
Freights at New Orleans, 18th Dec. very
ate informing them that Albion K. Parris Greek Committee in this city the free use of
each of them in severalty, and your petition
ihad been elected on thé part of the House, an elegant brig which he has just built, to dull—Cotton to Liverpool, ^d.
ers shall ever prays
^Senator of this State to thé Congress of the transport such provisions, &c. as may be col
JOHN GAREY,
United States, from the 3d day of March lected for the Greeks, and also to accompa
By Authority of the State of Maine.
JAMES RIDLEY,
.ne&t. 10 o’clock this day has been-assigned ny the vessel and take charge of the dona
HE Store at Sanford Corner,
BENJAMIN WEBBER
for coming to a choice on’the part of the Sen tions, without any charge for expenses.
DOROTHY WEBBER
lately occupied by Timothy
Mer. Adv.
ate. It is understood that the Senate is so
EDMUND ROBERTS 2d,
Shaw, Esq. The above is a fine
Idivided on the subject of a candidate, as to
JAMES WEBBER,
stand for business, in a thriving village, and
pnake.it probable that there will be several
PUNCTUALITY.
worthy the attention of persons about enga
SAMUEL LITTLEFIELD,
Lpallotings before a choice is effected, and it is The Norfolk Herald records the death of
CLASS NO.
SCHEME.
JOHN WEBBER 3d.
ging in trade—For particulars please apply
; extremely doubtful whether they will concur Mr. James Williamson, of that borough, aged
6000 Tickets at $3 50 is $31,000
JOSEPH NORTON.
to JOHN FROST, Kennebunk, or to
kwifh the Housé.—Am. Patriot of yesterday. 82 years. He “ was a subscriber to the Her
Alfred, Dec. 23, A. D. 1826.
/
GEORGE WHEELWRIGHT,
1 Prize of 3000 is 3000
We learn by the Portland Advertiser of ald for 32 years, and regularly, as the period
Guardian
to
H
ah nah C. Morrill.
1 do.
1100
1100
yesterday, that Judge Preble declined being of six months came round, he was punctually
Kennebunk-Port, Jan.
20, 1827.
At a Court of Probate held at Alfred, within
4
in the office to pay his subscription, never
4
1000
4000
j candidate previous to election.
andfor the County of York, on the second
permitting a single day to elapse beyond the
0
200
d^Vff Januiery, A. D. 1827.
1200
semj-annual term of payment?”
iT trS
1110 foregoing Petition, Ordered.
12
Fire.—The Fulling Mill and Carding Ma
100
1200
1 hat the petitioners give notice to all
HE subscriber; in consequence of hife re
The Branch of the U. S. Bank at Mobile
chine of Mr. John G. Mayo, in Kennebunk
18
50
900
was to commence business on the 18th ult.
cent loss by Fire, is under the necessi persons interested, by causing a copy of said
port, together with its contents, was consum preparatory
60
20
with this order thereon, to be pub
1200
to which a large amount of spe
ty of requesting all those indebted to him petition
to
ed by fire on Wednesday last.—The fire cie had been imported from a neighboring
120
10
1200
make immediate settlement, to enable him lished three weeks successively in the Ken 
originated in the Dye House. $1,300 was in city.
to resume his business as soon as possible.— nebunk Gazette, printed at Kennebunk, that
1800
4
7200
He tenders to his customers his grateful ac they may appear at a Probate Court to be
jured upon it.
knowledgments for their past favors, and held at Kennebimk, oh the first Tuesday T>f
The Savannah Georgian of the 28th ult.
2022 prizes.
$21,000
when he resumes business requests a contin February next, and shew cause, if any they
Massachusetts.—On Tuesday last, a- says—“ A few flakes of snow fell yesterday
:X7“The tickets in this Class, are number uance of them, and also requests those having have, why the prayer of the petitioners should
morning,
being
the
first
we
have
seen
here
not be granted.
greeably tp appointment, the House of Rep for some years.”
ed from 1000 to 6999 and all the prizes will demands against him to present them.
CLARK, Judge of Probate.
resentatives proceeded to the election of Sen
be decided in the following manner, viz : On
rr
JOHN G. MAYO. , A JONAS
true Cofty-~-NvvEST
ator to Congress, in place of Mr. Mills, whose
Kennebunk-Port, Jan. 20, 1827.
Jacob Barker has been indicted at New- the day of drawing six red ballots, viz. 1, 2,
t
GEO. THACHER, Beg’r.
4, 5, 6, will be placed in one wheel, ahd in
;erm expires on the 4th of March next. York for libels on Richard H(atfield and Abra
Jan. 13.
6
the other forty white ballots, viz. 1, 2,3, 4,5,
ham
B.
Mead.
The
libels
are
contained
in
a
The whole number of votes fvas 200, of which
6,7, 8,9, 0, being four of each, will be depos
pamphlet lately published by him.
■ilr. Mills (the present incumbent) received
ited. The drawnig will then commence by
LL persons indebted to the subscriber
bo6, Mr. W.C. Jarvis, 67, John Mills21, scat-taking out one red ballot and three white and
either by Note or Account, are re
WATERVILLE BANK.
HE Subscribers, being appointed by the
in
this
manner
until
all
the
ballots
are
drawn
bring 6, and Elijah H. Mills was declared to
quested to settle without further notice.
The stockholders of the Waterville Bank out.
Hon. Jonas Clark, Judge of Probate*
BEN J. BOURN.
have determined that it is not expedient to
ee elected, on the part of the House.
for the county of York, Commissioners to re
That ticket having the 1st, 2d, 3d, and 4th
Jan.
15th,
1827.
surrender
their
charter,
nor
to
petition
the
ceive and examine all the claims of the Cred
On Wednesday, the Senate made
ballots in the same order in which
Legislature for a reduction of their Capital drawn
itors to the estate of
they were drawn will be entitled to
3000
i hoice of Mr. John Mills, as Senator in Con stock.
That having the 5th, 6th, 7th, & 8th, to 1100
JAMES H. HILL,
gress from the 4th of March next. There
“ “ the 9th, 10th, 11th & 12th, to 1000
late of Berwick, in said County, Yeoman, de
We are happy to state, (says the Eastport
trere 39 votes, of which Mr. John Mills had
“ “ the 13th, 14th, 15th &‘l6th, to 1000
ceased, and the term of six months from the
Sentinel of 6th inst.) that the report of thé
p5, Hon. E. H. Mills 9, Scattering, 4.
“ “ the 17th, 18th, 19th St 20th, to 1000
2nd inst. being allowed for that purpose,
loss of the Revenue Cutter Swiftsure is un
“ “ the 21st, 22d, 23d & 24th, to
1000
hereby give notice that they will attend to
founded.
Those tickets having for their three last
Estwicke Evans.—Mr. Miller who re
that service, at the dwelling house of the
ILL
open
an
Evening
School
for
the
figures the 25th, 26th, and 27th drawn bal
Widow Olive Hill, in said Berwick, on the
cently returned from Greece, has published a
*** The communications of “ P” were re lots in the order they are drawn will be en
reception of those who may wish for first and last Wednesdays of February next,
¡titter in a Vermont paper, in answer to Mr. ceived too late for insertion in this day’s pa titled, each to
200
instruction in Arithmetic, Geography, Sten
and on the last Saturdays of the four following
Evans’ M news of Greece.” In which he per. „ They will receive’attention in future Those having the 28th,'29th and 30th,
ography, Mathematics, and Book Keeping months, from one to five o’clock in the af
each
to
ioo
by
Single
or
Double
Entry.
ternoon, on said days;
Hates that Evans spent the Jive hundred dol- numbers.
He will also instruct a class of young La
Those having the 31st, 32d, and 33d,
NAHUM HEARD.
trs furnished by the Greek Committee, in
dies in projecting and filling Maps.
each to
ieo
JOEL BILLINGS.
1 cutting a dash” in Washington City—that
Kennebunk, Jan. 18.
A CARD.
Those having the 34th, 35th 8c 36th, Y
,
Berwick, January Sth, 1827.
I 1 Greece he acted the part of a coward, and
37th, 38th & 39th, <Zacil
John G. Mayo, tenders to his friends and
40th, 41st, 8c 42d, 5 t0 5U
pronounces him a villain and paltroon. The fellow citizens his unfeigned thanks, for
prompt and spirited exertions in endeav Those having for their two last figures the
js.st'N. H. Gazette contains the first of a se their
ouring to rescue his property from Fire on 43d and 44th will be entitled, each to
20
E the subscribers havingbeen appoint
ries of numbers, in which Mr. Evans intends Wednesday last.
Those having the 45th and 46th >
„n
ed by the Hon. Jonas Clark, Judge
OF
BOSTON.
2d and 3d
5
10
jj > justify himself and prove Miller a teller-of Kennebunk-Port, Jan. 18,1827.
of Probate for the County of York, to receiveHE subscriber continues to insure Mam and examine the jcJipm.s of Creditors to the
All tickets whosg last figure 5s ^hes?
*4%.’'
uiactorres, Machinery, Houses, Stores,' estate of
three first drawn white ballots* each being
' ■ • ■ -•
fitteSEAK
and other buildings, and also Merchandize,
different, will be prizes of
4
ABRAHAM EMMONS,
against
loss
or
damage
by
? Snow.—The Haverhill, (N. H.) paper of
iE^All prizes subject tb a deduction of 15
late of Lyman, in said county, deceased, rep
per cent, and payable in sixty days after the
ke 6th inst. states that that town has been
resented insolvent, do hereby give notice that
drawing,
in bank bills generally current in
s sited by the greatest snow that has fallen
six months from the second day of January
this State. Prizes not claimed in'one year
inst. are allowed to said Creditors to bring in
r r twenty years. It began to fall on Sunday.
on the most reasonable terms.
after the drawing will not be paid.
and prove their ’claims, and that we shall at
JOHN LILLIE,
Uernoon, 31st ult. and continued without
This class will positively be drawn on the
tend that service, at the dwelling house of-'
Jan. 20.
10th of February next, at the town hall in
!s:ssation until Tuesday iporning 2d inst.
Nathan Hanson, in said Lyman,- oil the
Portland
at
three
o
’
clock,
P.
M.
or
sooner,
if
rhere fell from two to three feet on the levlast Saturday of January, and on the last Sat
the sale of Tickets will justify it.
MARRIED
—
In
Portland,
Mr.
Charles
.—In the valley of the Connecticut, Snow
urdays of the five following months, from two
P. VARNUM,
Bradley, of Boston, to Miss Sarah E. Cum
to four o’clock in the afternoon.
|111 to the depth of two and an half feet.—In mings.
J. P. BOYD.
\ Managers.
gpt ENERAL and particular notice is hereNATHAN HANSON,
me of the towns west of Windsor, (Vt.) the
N. MITCH ELL, S
vJT by given to all persons indebted to the
In Charleston, S. C. Mr. John M’Neilage,
JAMES W. ROBERTS.
Portland, Jan. 9, 1827.
subscriber, that their dues must be paid by
average depth was nearly four feet on the of Boston, to Miss Lydia G. Emery, of Saco^
Lyman Jan. kth. 1827.
(Me.)
Tickets and parts in the above splendid the first day of March next—no further no
nvel.
In Milford, N.H. Dr. Jonathan Colburn, of Scheme, in a great variety of numbers, may tice will be given—All accounts contracted
Wilton, aged 58, to Miss- Mary Ann Fish of be obtained at JAMES K. REMICH’S previous to the first day of January instant, if
IBath. The tonnage of the port of Bath, Lyndeborough, aged 18.
Bookstore. Persons holding small prizes in not previously paid or settled by note will
13 the 31st of last Dec. was 33,668—The ex
the last class, signed by any vender in Port then be put in a way of collection. All per T OST new-yearsday, at or near Emery’s
land, are invited to call and exchange them. sons having demands against the subscriber JLJ Mills, so called, ip Shapleigh, one Rustorts to foreign counties in 1826, amounted to
OBITUARY.
*** Orders by mail (post paid) enclosing are requested to present the same for imme sett POCKET BOOK containing four dol
190,209 50.
lars in cash, viz. two bills on Saco Bank two
cash or prize Tickets will be promptly at diate payment.
dollars each—Also, one order signed by Jo
tended to, if addressed to
BARNABAS PALMER.
r There has been built and launched at the
Jan. 17, 1827.
seph Whicher of Saco, on Jonathan Tucker,
J. DUNN, Portland, or
|itip yards in Saco, the past season, two ships,
of said Saco, for fifty dollars, dated the fifth
J. K. REMICH, Ketmebunk.
day of December last past, payable to the
Jan. 20.
.he barque, two brigs, and three schooners,
subscriber, and guaranteed or backed by said
111 copper fastened and amounting to 1744
Tucker—And a due bill signed by Jeremiah
HE members of the Kennebunk Fire Emery, Esq. of said Shapleigh, dated the
jims.
Society, are hereby notified that their thirteenth day of October, 1826, or last past,
The tonnage of Shipping owned in Saco
HE Subscribers have formed a connex
DIED—In Buxton, Mr. Willard Bangs,
annual meeting will be holden at Towle
’s nine dollars—The order and due bill pay
for
ft id Biddeford is about 6,296 tons.
aged about 55.
ion in business under the firm of
Hotel in Kennebunk, on Tuesday the 6th day able to the subscriber.
In Hollis, Mrs. Hannah, wife of Mr. Na
of February next, at 6 o’clock in the after
BOURNE & TOWNE,
Any person that will produce said Pocket
noon, to transact the usual business of said Book
I 'The bills of the Burrillville Bank, R. I. thaniel Townsend.
and its contents, shall be satisfactorily
and
will
do
business
at
the
Store
heretofore
society.
Per
Order.
In
Bath,
Mr.
Seth
Trufant,
late
Cashier
of
pays the Boston Patriot of Wednesday,) are Lincoln Bank, aged 41.
rewarded by the subscriber—And the said
occupied by Oliver Bourne, in Main Street,
JOHN LILLIE, Sec’y.
Tucker and Emery are hereby notified that
pot received by the Banks in this city.
In Oxford, N. H. Mr. Nathan Davis, a Rev nearly opposite the Bank, where may be
N. B. It has been suggested that many in I shall hold them responsible to me notwith
found a general assortment of
olutionary Soldier, aged 78 years.
dividuals at the Landing and other parts of standing they may have an opportunity of
In Limerick, on Monday morning last, Mr. European, American, W. India the town, have expressed an interest in this obtaining their signatures-^no person shall
AID TO THE GREEKS.
Thomas Adams, a-.d 57.
Society, to such persons it may be understood ever be benefittedby said papers but myself.
Goods and Groceries,
A full meeting of the most respectable inthose wishing to become members should
SIMON HUNTRESS.
I ibitants of New-York was held at the City
at the lowest prices, for Cash, Country Pro that
apply at the above mentioned time and place,
Shapleigh, Jan. 2, 1827.
(otel on Saturday evening last, to devise
duce, or approved credit.
or authorize some member to make the ap
'eansfor affording immediate relief to the
OLIVER BOURNE.
plication.
pstressed population of Greece. Several
WILLIAM TOWNE.
Jan. 20.
limited and feeling resolutions were adopted,
Kennebunk-fiort, Jan. 19, 1827.
ind a committee consisting of about 150 of
N ¡Saturday the 6th inst. on the road
OLIVER BOURNE requests all persons
/ e most active and wealthy citizens was chos- SHIP
NEWS indebted to him either by Note or Account,
leading from Wells to Kennebunk-port
j > to carry them into effect. The principal
to call, settle and pay immediately without WE the subscribers, having been ap
by the way of upper Kennebunk, lost a new
ij >ject is to procure a subscription for the purfurther notice. Those who neglect this call
by the Hon. Jonas Clark, long red worsted SHAWL and a Woollen
hse of obtaining a supply of food and clothing
will find them with an Attorney for collec Judge of pointed
Probate for the County of York, to SOCK, the person who has found said arti
rr the Greeks, to be forwarded to them with
KENNEBUNK, JANUARY
tion^_____ _____
6w.
cles, is desired to leave them at the Gazette
receive and examine Ahe claims of creditors office,
II possible despatch. Among the resolutions
and a suitable reward shall be given.
to the estate of
l( opted, was one approving of the proposition
MEMORANDA.
SALLY HEMMENWAY.
r
Mr. Livingston, in Congress, to apply $50,JOHN BURZEIL,
Saco, Jan.
14th—Sailed, -schr. Mary Ann
Jan. 13.
K0 from the National Treasury for purchas- Tarr, New-York; 15th,
___ sloop Enterprize’
late
of
Shapleigb,
m
said
County,
Yeoman
HE subscriber hereby gives notice to all
feg food and clothing for the Greek sufferers, Gillpatrick, Portsmouth ,; *v
Ul, aV
n. Speed’
16th,
sch.
represented insolvent, do hereby
persons indebted to him while doing bu deceased,
k d requesting the Representatives for the Gray, Boston.—Ar. 8th, sloop Rose-in-_
Wi„ ’
Rose-in-Bloom
give notice, that six months from the second
sinessin Sanford, that unless payment is made
t ty to support that humane proposition. Baker, of and from Providence, (R. I.) bound
day of January, 1827, are allowed to said
[ ;’e hope the noble example of New-York to Charleston, S. C.—Put in to repair, having by the/9th inst. (the day before sueing is out) creditors to bring in and prove their claims
he
shall
be
under
the
necessity
of
putting
all
il 11 be followed throughout the Union.
lost her sails—some of the crew were frost- said demands in suit.
and that we shall attend that service at the
sale ladies’ BEAVERS,
bitten.
Salem Gaz.
store of Elisha Bodwell, in Shapleigh, in said
„
JOHN FROST.
/ ■? Fur and Felt.—Cash paid
county, on the third Monday of February,
Kennebunk,
Jan.
20,1827.
At New-Orleans, 22d Dec. brig Mission
March, April, May and June ensuing, from Wk / &!• HATTING and SHIPPING
rrom the Alexandria Gazette of Tuesday. ary,
FURS by
Lord, of tlliö port, loading, for Provi
two until five of the clock P. M. on said davs
E. GOULD.
IThe Calhoun Committee are still diligent- dence, R. I.
ELISHA BODWELL, 7 CommisJanuary;
13.
Ar. at Holmes Hole, 14th, brig Gov. Parris,
< engaged, morning and evening ; and it is
JEREMIAH LOW,
\sioners.
OR
sale
by
the
subscribers,
Two
new
Shapleigh, Jan. 8, ISA.
i mored that they will not be able to report of and for Saco, from New York.
SLEIGHS, which will be sold at a low
Ar. at New Orleans, Dec. 10, ship Delos,
! 1 the last of the week, if then. The V ice
resident’s patty are rather uneasy, lest the Bragdon, of thjs port, from Boston ; 14th’ price, and payment receivedin Corn, Rye,
lecipitancy oftheit leader may be produc- brig Missionary, Lord, of this port, from Hav Oats, Beans, Wood, or Cash, at the option of
the purchaser.
t e of some unpleasant consequences. It is re.
ANTED at this office, a lad from 14 to
Tr
DANIEL WISE & CO.
Ar. at the Balize, 14th, brig Watchman,
.■ry clear that things don’t work to their
Kennebunk, Jan. 20, 1827.
i mg.
/ „ . ¥ years of age as an apprentice to
Nason, from Boston; The Philetus,from Saco,
the Printing business. It is necessary that lOOR SALE BY
was at an anchor outside.
he possess a good school education, and that
Ar. at Charleston, 1st inst. brig Com. Preb
JOS. CL MOOBY.
.Gen. Samuel Smith has been unanimously le, Merrill, of this port, from Port au Prince,
he be of correct and steady habits.—To such
WHO WISHES TO BVr
A^Pi^^MAN at the Boot and Shoe a lad good encouragement will be given on
'•elected a Senator in Congress for the State 23,
Making business.
Maryland, for the term of six years from
application to
Ar. at Norfolk, 6tb. Dauphin, Leavitt, Sa
2OO Cords of Hard WOOD,
14th of March next.
EBENEZER ANDREWS.
co, 21.
JAMIES K. RÉMICH.
cord wood lengths.
Kennebunk; Jan. 13.
Kennebunk Gazette Opice, Jan. 18,1827.
Jan, 13.

FOR SALE,

To Let,

T

©ttmöerlauK & ©rCorïr
©A1TAB MWÄJ.
10—

Particular Notice.

T

Notice.

A

Commissioners’ Notice.

T

Evening School.
3. bTwood,

W

Insurance Company

Commissioners’ Notice.

W

T

dFire,

Settle and Pay.

Take JVotiee.

Copartnership. T

Fire Notice.

T

East.

Commissioners’ Notice.

O

East JWotice.

T

Fur and Hair Seal

Caps.

Sleighs for Sale.

F

Apprentice Wanted.

Wanted Immediately,

HOOPS,

Warranted Shingles,

To the Honourable the Justices of the Court
Caution to Trespassers and
of Cotnmon Pleas, begun and holden at
THIEVES.
Alfred, within and for the County of York1
HEREAS it has been the common
on the third Tuesday of October, A. D.
At a Court of Probate held at Alfred, within
practice of sundry persons to remove
and for the County of York, on the first
1826.
standing trees, and tarry away the under wood
Tuesday of January, in the year oj our WJfUMBLY shew, Matthew Furey, of jnrAS just received and offers for sale, the
Lord eighteen hundred and twenty-seven. JOI. Boston, in the Countyv of Suffolk, and Joi. following GOODS, at very reduced from the lands which I recently purchased of
HEODORE DONNELL, Administra Commonwealth of Massachusetts, Yeoman, prices for cash, country produce or approved Joseph Storer, Esq. and also fences and other
property to considerable amount—A reward
tor of the estate of John Bowden, and Anna his wife, that they are seized in her
of ten dollars is hereby offered to any person
right
late of York in said county, yeoman, deceas
 in fee simple, and as tenants in common credit.
Elegant
Fancy
Prints,
Furnitures,
who will give information, which will lead to>
ed, having presented his petition for sale of with Charles Nesbit of Lebanon, in said Colr’d and White Cambricks, Linens ;
conviction, of any of the offenders, or who
the real estate of said deceased, for the pay County of York, and others to your petition Elegant Vestings;
may commit the like offences in future—I
ment of his debts, charges of administration, ers unknown, of one undivided fifth part of Flag, Black and Fancy Silk Hdkf’s.
OPPOSI1
also offer a reward of ten dollars to any person
&c. amounting to two hundred sixteen dol the following described real estate lying m Cravats; Cotton Flag Hdkf’s.; Ribands,
who will give information of the person or
Berwick, in said County of York, bounded
lars
and
sixteen
cents.
THE MOTHER’S GRAVE.
persons who has taken the liberty of stealing
ORDERED, that the said Theodore Don Westerly by Salmon Falls road; Northerly Tastes, Cords, Buttons;
“ And the same dew which sometimes on the nell give notice to all persons interested, by by the cross road leadipg from Salmon Falls Ladies’ and Gent, black, white and coloured a quantity of oak and other trees from the
Worsted Hose ;
property lately purchased of James Little
buds
causing a copy of this order to be. published road to Ichabod Butler’s dwelling house,
field and Obadiah Littlefield, near Great
Was wont to swell, like round and orient three weeks successively in the Kennebunk Easterly by land occupied by Joshua Wiggin Sewing Silks, T wists;
Black, blue, olive, claret Broadcloths and Falls, in Kennebunk ; and a suitable reward
pearls,
Gazette, printed at Kennebunk, that they and Samuel Heard, and Southerly by land of
Cassimeres; Satinetts ;
will be given for information whcihwill lead to
fi
Stood not within the pretty infant’s eyes
may appear at a Probate Court to be held at Daniel Fall, contairiing about thirty acres, Plaids for
gowns and cloaks ;
In tears.”
Shakspeare.
Kennebunk, in said County, on the first Tues and that they cannot possess, occupy and Silk and Cotton Imperial Stripes for ladies the detection of persons who arein the prac
tice of taking in an unlawful manner, boards»
LOOK, sister sweet, upon that hallow’d day of February next, at ten of the clock in improve the said part to any advantage,
, In the earl]
dresses, very superb.
the forenoon, and shew cause, if any they while the same lays in common and undivid Black,blue, drab and claret Silk and Cotton timber and other property from the Sawstone !
continued to
Mill
Yard.
—
Any
person
who
shall
be
detect

ed as aforesaid, but wholly lose the profits
have, why the same should not be granted.
We stand upon a spot of love and fear ;
Velvets ;
ed in any of the aforesaid offences will be
*■
thereof: Wherefore they pray that notice Red, white
JONAS CLARK, Judge.
For there is laid a heart, the fondest one,
and black Valencia Square and dealt with according to law.
may be issued in due form of law, and. that
Cohy—Attest,
That ever left its children weeping here !
fcl"
dh
Long Shawls, very cheap.
JESSE VARNEY.
their said part, may be set off and assigned
GEO. THACHER, Reg’r.
He«“
Cassimere, do. Russia Diapers ;
Kennebunk,
Dec.
8,1826.
them
in.
severalty.
And
your
petitioners
There sleeps our mother in thé silent dust,
Jan. 6.
country, he to
Brown Linens, Black Levantines ;
By all Our sorrow, all our love unmoved;
shall ever pray.
■’[he more h<
Sinchaws, Sarsnetts ;
MATTHEW FUREY,
Sleeps, till the solemn summons of the just,
principal man
Striped and Plaid Silks, Italian Crapes,
•
ANNA FUREY.
Bids her awake, to meet the God she loved.
interested m i
Tapes, Braids; Ladies’Habit Gloves,
By WM. & JOHN A. BURLEIGH,
HE subscriber is under the necessity of
oftheindivid’
Lined do.; Angola, Black, White and coir cl
HE subscriber has many accounts oI saw her fainting on her bed of pain ;
Attorneys.
informing’ those who are indebted to
wasa more J
Kid Gloves, very cheap.
. ,
I saw her like the leaves of autumn lie ;
pen, some of which have been standing
him by note or account, that their dues mustattendingtohi
Vf |attenum
Bombazetts, Feather 1 rimmmgs for ladies
I saw her strive to smile, but strive in vain—
unsettled for six years. He therefore takes
STATE OF MAINE.
be paid. This being the second public No- jL^tyofbecomii
Coats ; Wadding ;
And then I—no I dared not see her die !
this method of informing all those who have York, ss. At the Court of Common Pleas
tice which he has given—he ccriiceives that 11 While at-»•W
W
Gentlemen’s German Gloves for winter ;
accounts open with him of more than six
begun and Holden at Alfred, within andfor Do. Buck Skin Mittens & Gloves, Beaver do. no one can entertain hard thoughts should,
t0 him, in cons
Then came the bitter pageant of the grave— months standing, that he shall expect them
the
County
of
York,
on
the
third
Tuesday
Vhichhadbee
Ladies’ and Gentlemen’s black, white and the third come Greeting.
The fearful hearse, the following, weeping settled previous to the 25th day of the pres
of October, 1826.
new adventure
GEORGE HOBBS.
colr’d Silk Gloves;
crowd ;
ent month, and that should they neglect to gThN
the
foregoing
petition
the
Court
order
Berwick, Oct. 7.1826
6m.
Stay Cord, White Jean, Shags, Plushes ;
I saw—’twas but one look—the plumage wave, attend to this notice they must not complain
j .there was a ]
"...F
that
the
Petitioner
notify
the
said
\ considerable ]
Black and colr’d press’d, Crapes ;
And long’d to slumber with her in her should he resort to other and more coercive
Charles Nesbit and all others interested in Marking Canvass, Dimoties, Buckram.
\ He'consulted t
shroud.
means to obtain his just due.
the
premises,
to
appear
at
the
term
of
this
j and the result
He will also expect all Notes which have
Thou King of kings, who on the babes did become due previous to the 25th inst. to be Court, to be holden at Alfred, within and for
\ .appoint and si
the
County
of
York,
on
the
second
Tuesday
smile,
\ who should be
paid, also all those who have promised Bark, of February next, by causing the said Charles Yarn from No. 6 to 25 warp ;
HEREAS
some
person
or
personsnot
And take the little ones upon thy knee.
j of the Indians,
White 8c colr’d Threads ; Knitting Cottons ;
Wood, Corn, and other produce, or Cash, to
regarding the law, and in violation of / as might claim
Guide us through earth, and all its snares, a- deliver the same prior to the above date, as Nesbit to be served with an attested copy of Brown Shirtings and Sheeting;
every principle of justice, have entered |the
said
Petition
and
this
order
thereon,
and
while,
give directi
would save themselves expense and the by publishing the same in the Kennebunk Bleached do. very cheap ;
of the subscriber, and wickedly and \ toments
Then take us, innocent, to rest with thee ! they
there, i
Damask Table Cloths do.; Cotton Batting. pasture
subscriber trouble.
wantonly cut down and carried away a large j year, the gover
Gazette
three
weeks
successively
;
the
JOTHAM PERKINS,
Sweet sister, bend no more on earth thine
number of young and thrifty trees, from two i of the Concessi
said
notice
and
the
last
of
said
publicar
Kennebunk, Jan. 4, 1827.
eyes,
to eight inches in diameter, the subscriber ] They resolv
tions to be thirty days at least before the said
No more weep idly on that silent stone ;
second Tuesday qf February, that the said Fyes for the Blind, a very extensive assort will pay a reward of FIVE DOLLARS to - the immediate
But fix thy gaze, thy soul, upon those skies—
ment,
adapted
to
all
ages
and
selected
any person who ^ill give information so that
Nesbit, and all others interested, may then
fers were no sc
There shall we go—for there our mother’s
with great care, white and green.
these pilfering trespassers may be brought to KaracterofW
and there she w ^ause, if any they have, why
LL persons indebted to the subscriber by the
gone !
[Forget me Not.
justice.
prayer of said petition should not be - Wood Saws with frames ; Slates;
■I accepted. An
Note or Account, are requested to call granted.
He also forbids all persons, cutting down Iwpanies,
Cloth, Floor, Head and House Brushes ;
bo
and settle immediately.
any
trees
however
small,
or
taking
wood
from
Trying-Squares,
Brass
Rings
;
Attest—JERE. BRADBURY, Clerk.
of person
OLIVER BOURNE.
said pasture, as he is determined to prosecute tone
Elastic and Iron Assorted Knitting Pins ;
A
true
copy
of
the
said
Petition
and
order
Kennebunk-Port, Dec. 1, 1826.
8w.
Superfine Needles, Flat Irons and Stands ;
to the utmost rigor of the law evsry offender ¡from Yorkshii
thereon.
.and h:
Rodgers’ Razors in cases c>£first quality, and who may be detected thus violating his rights, I (shares
Attest—JERE. BRADBURY, Clerk.
members of tl
without
regard
to
persons,
agq
or
sex.
Dec.
9.
very
cheap.
OF THE DRAWING OF
principal cred:
JAMES K. REMICH.
Razor Straps and Paste ;
the Post Office at Kennebunk,
\ hired a tenth
CumberXand and Oxford Remaining inJanuary
Iron and Brass Headed Shovel and 1 ongs ;
Kennebunk, Dec. 16, 1826.
1,1827.
! ^deration of th
Do. Andirons ; Polished Steel 1 obacco Box
A
B
C
0 As no person
CanaX Lottery^
es and Spectacle Cases; .
ipiAPT. JOSEPH BURNHAM, Mary 1AA QUINTALS dry POLLOCK
Wheaton’s Itch Ointment.
| lommissioners
CLASS No. 9.
Green, black & white handled Desert Knives
Bucklin, Thomas Boston, Betsey Burn lUV FISH;
IIinterest in th
Ticket No.
ham, 2—Abigail Curtis, William F. Cad
and
Forks
;
37
1-2
50 do. COD do. For sale by
j disable that s
,
7 being the 1st, 2d, 3d and 4th drawn man, Capt. Nathaniel Cole.
Buck
handled
Table
Knives
and
Forks;
I. JEFFERDS.
$3000
HEATON’S noted ITCH OINT \ | the purchase
4,/
banots, is entitled to
Compasses; Rogers’ superior double bladed
D.
E.
F.
Kennebunk-port, Dec. 16.
1,100
MENT, which has stood th.e test | Bee, and tha
5,410 “ the 5th, 6th, 7th and
“ J 8th,
Penknives ;
Asa Durrill, Ezekiel Emmons, Jacob Em
1,000 ery. Timothy Frost 2» Oliver Freeman.
against all other ointment, the pricej iould
qf nomin;
2,084 “ 9th, 10th, II th and 12th,
Rule Penknives, Jacknives ;
1,000
which has been reduced from 50 to 37| \ homasOlive;
1,513 “ 13th, 14th. 15th and 16th.
Gilt Watch Chains, Breast Pins,
G.
H.
I.
J.
\ piii among thi
1,000
3,306 “ 17th, 18th, 19th and 20th,
Opera Glasses, Writing and Letter Paper, cents.
Daniel Gillpatrick, James Gillpatrick—
| y and Rober
1,000 Sarah Hovey, James Hatch, Sarah E. Hatch, lOORMERLY occupied by Abiel Kelly, Quills, Sauce Pans, Screws from £ to 2|
6,726 “ 21st, 22d, 23d and 24th
...¿LSO...
lireproprietoi
1687 “
JL is now open for thtf accommodation of
inches; Brads from £ to 2 inches.
Lydia Hellard, care of John Brown.
Dr. Davenport's Billions Pills. \ j d Guy, who v
2687 “ I 25th, 26th and 27th, drawn
Teamsters and others.—There is attached td Sleigh and Tea Bells ;
K. L. M.
| enwichand Jo
3687 “
Eunice Kimball—Ebenezer Littlefied, Jes said Cellar, a good barn for the reception of Old English Shaving Soap, Snuff Boxes,
For the time these Pills have been offered I
4687 *• fballots, are each, - - 200 se Larrabee, Hannah Littlefield, Daniel Lit Cattle
Rasps, Files, Brass Plates foi'looking glasses; to the public, the sale of them has exceeded | I blatters hav'
I owissioners
5687 “
N. B. An assortment of GROCERIES for' Buttons, Wrought Tacks ;
tlefield—Hugh McCulloch, Esq. 4, Lemuel
the most sanguine expectations of the pro
6687 “
sale.
3 ROWELL SCRIBNER.
Iron and Silver Plated Table Sc Tea Spoons; prietor, which may be fairly considered aft I rs and their
Miller, Joseph Mitchel.
miberof two I
842 being the 28th,’! are each
Those tickets'!
t
Kennebunk, Dec. 30,1826.
Bed Caps, Cloak Pins, Bureau Knobs,
N. O. P. Q.
acknowledgement of their many virtues.
100
ship Kei
I'..29th and 30th. t
having for
Locks; Ladies’ and Gentlemen’s Pocket
Capt. John Nason—Capt. J. H. Perkins,
They are very justly esteemed for their | s the
they were ly
their 3 last 393 “ 31st, 32d,&,
Books and JFa/Zete very qlegant.
Michael Pierce, Esq. Samuel Pearsons,
mild
and
safe
operation's
a
cathartic
in
all
!
33d,
J
figures.
A very elegant assortment of Gilt and Bronze cases where one is necessary—They are a ! ! il, it happenec
R,S. T. U. V. W. X. Y. Z.
i 548 “ 34th, 35th,1
was passin
Benjamin Robinson—-Town & Perkins,
framed Looking Glasses ; Mahogany
safe, and sovereign remedy in all billions fe- I I ¡nd
UST
received
&
for
sale
cheap
for
Cash
and 36th, | ;
a number
framed Toilette Looking,Glasses.
Francis Treadwell—John B. Wood, John
vers, pains in the head, stomach and bowels, ■ | eing
512 “ 37th, 38th I
by
j
AF?GKD.
.
ong
side, and i
A complete assortment of SHOES will in fu indigestion, loss of appetite, dizziness, worms, i
Wakefield.
,
Cash paid for Shipping'and Hatting FURS,
and 39th, f
B. PALMER, p. M,
ture be kept by JOS. G. MOODY, at and billions cholic—they are likewise an an- I land. On rec
915
40th 41st, |
Boston prices, consisting of Ladies’ Moroc tidote against infectious diseases, removing i \ they were all (
Jan. 6._____________________ _______ as above.
j
and 42d,
J
Dec. 23.
co Boots, Leather WalkmgShoes, Morocco obstructions of every kind by dissolving and i liii the affirm:
Those tickets^ 99 being the 43d 8c ? are each
To all whom it may Concern.
do. Men’s dancing Puirips, do. Calfskin discharging the morbid matter, helping di- j g, and: depart
having foi' l
44th,
5J
Shoes, Women’s Morocco Slippers, Den gestion, restoring a lost appetite—a sure re issels one from
HAVE for some time past against my intheir 2 last f 70 “ 45th 8c
& 46th,
46th,) are each JL terest been constrained to borrow money
mark and Tasting Shoes, Ladies’ Patent lief for costive habits. They are so accom- ; ull, that folioJ 76 “ 2d and 3d, S
figures,
10 very frequently to meet my payments» and in
Moccasins, a new article.—Children s modated to all seasons arid hours, that they j - .Trying sevens
ITH Occasional Prayers by Rev. J. Q.
All tickets whose last figure is 7, or 6, or 2, many instances have been obliged to borrow
Sewall,
of
New-York,
just
received
I
leather Shoes and Boots.
may be taken in summer or winter, at any | id fourteen pas
4 money again to replace it.
are each,
and for sale by
JOS. G. MOODY.
time
of the day, without regard to diet or i The next wet
being the three first drawn white ballots.
I wjsh to have it understood by those who
Likewise, BUTTER by the firkin, laidi
hindrance
of business. Their operation is so } I; left Wormin
P. VARNUM, 7
have had the indulgence of credit for from 1 down in June with salt, salt Petre and Sugar,» Consisting of Plain and Pressed Decanters ; gentle and effectual, that by experience they j attend the ye:
J. P. BOYD,
^Managers.
to 8 years, that I must and will be paid even particularly for family use.
Fenno, Tavern and Table Tumblers, Wines, are found to excel any other physic hereto- j | his meeting, w
N. MITCHELL,5
dd.at London,
at the expense of losing all my customers ;
Dec. 30
Salts, Lemonades, Custards, Jellies,Peppers, fore offered to the public.
Tan. 13.
flocked t
let the consequences be what they may lam
Mustards, Vinegars, Chamber Lamps,
The genuine are covered with a check ' ; ciety
determined to collect these demands.
Washington and Lafayette do. new patterns; plate, with the design of the Good Sam ari- i use who came
hnBunyeat, tl
I am perfectly aware that so great indul
tan, and the agents name thereon.
Keg do.
ent minister at
gencein granting credit, is unparalleled in this
An elegant assortment of CROCKERY at
-ALSO.
j
eating up of
Wanted by the Subscriber,
part of the country.—All those persons who
very low prices.
Wheaton's Jaundice Bitters, ( hlliam Penn u
nave been indebted to me more than one year W
CORDS of BARK, for which a
’ote their grea
unalterable. 0
LORD 8,' KINGSBURY, will soon find my3 determination
fair price will be given.
Davenports Celebrated Eye Wat&r.
JOHN LILLIE.
nd firebrand
One barrel cotton seed Oil recommended to
HAVE just received and are now opening
RALPH
CURTIS.
A fresh suply of the above is kept in Ken-| [blication ■whi
Dec. 30.
be superior to Sperm Oil, that it is not
a large and general assortment of
Dec. 23.
nebunk by J. LILLIE—in Wells by N. Mor- ’ ¡>Hiams,thena
affected by the cold and burns with
rill—in Dover by Whe^tfer Sc Tufts—by the j ought out agai
English, India, French, American
out smoke, at 75 cts. per. gall.
Druggists in Portland and Boston, and by» lefrom this <
and West India
of
W.
I.
8c
N.
E.
RUM,
Y the subscriber, for which a fair price
some persons in the principal towns from ’istedinit by'
Am.
and
Cognac
BRANIt was about
Blls.
will be given, 2 inch, and 2| inch Oak For Coughs, Colds and Consumption.
Maine to Georgia.
Old
pure
Columbia
WhisDY,
’"ring concern
PLANK ; W. O. KNEES; Floor and Rising
Oct. 1,1825.
eowly.
, of 5 ages; H. 8c American
HESE drops have been faithfully proved
’Hand and G<
which with their former stock, comprises a TIMBERS; W. O. BEAMS, from 18 to 25
;
Madena,
Sic.
Dry
Malaga,
Calmanar,
very handsome and general assortment, on feet long ; good Pine BOARDS, Cord Wood,
by some of the most eminent physi G1N
nmunicate “
Real
-fe, and to bri
the most reasonable terms.
cians of this country, and found to be supe
 Port and Currant WINES; Old CherCom, Oats and Beans.
White
and
Brown
SUGARS
;
TEAS
;
Kennebunk, Jan. 5, 1827.
The above articles will be received for a rior to any medicines for the above complaints
at he conceiv
E1dy,ashasb(
short time in payment for debts, after which that have ever been offered to the public. Cheese. Molasses, Chesnuts, Walnuts, 8cc.
Cash will be expected, particularly from They are composed wholly of native vegeta
longj j h continent oi
HIS inveterate disease which has so longs
those whose Notes or Accounts are of long bles, containing nothing which might injure
baffled the art of the most experienced’ { ny bad been c
ce that
the most delicate constitution or even one in
standing.
WILLIAM GOOCH.
Dec. 23.
Physicians, has at length found a sovereign
1! t time a
hesebydiffiet
Wells, Dec. 27, 4826.
the last stage
consumption. They are a
remedy in
L I there, so t
mild, soothing, palliative medicine for those
INTER Strained Sperm Oil of the
DR. LAGRJIFGE^S GENUINE * : Mdisciplin
who have confirmed diseases. Price 50 cts. IN SENATE, March 6, 1826.
first quality, just received and for
Pshed amo
FgnHE following Resolve, was, in concurper bottle.
sale by
JOS. G. MOODY.
E
rence with the House, referred to the
: “y correspom
Likewise Gentlemen’s Satin Hair Stocks
CERLIEUS
EYEWATER
1?OR Sale by the subscriber, a
next Legislature, and ordered to be printed
lous-persons i
FEW
CUTANEOUS
diseases
are
me
’
stuffed with wool, a very warm article for
a
Ji? FARM situated in Sanford,
in all the newspapers- that publish the laws with more reluctance by the Physician, an<! u a1 this time
For Sore and Weak Eyes.
■winter wear.
containing about one hundred and
none in which he is so universally unsuccess- qa J®occupie(
Nothing has ever surpassed the efficacy of of the State.
Jan. 6.
seventeen acres ; now occupied
Attest, NATH’L LOW, Sec. of the Senate. ful.
this
remedy.
Price
25
cents
per
bottle.
tl
Said farm will be sold a
by John
This Ointment has stood the test of expe P W'ne, which
The above Medicines for sale at JAMES Resolve for the establishment of a fund for
good bar
rience and justly obtained an unparalelled ce id Ution towards
the promotion of Learning.
K. REMICH’S Bookstore:.
WILLIAM GOOCH.
lebrity. It immediately removes the scabs, h I P10bs frame
RESOLVED
that
it
is
expedient
that
pro

A LL persons indebted to the subscriber
Dec. 23.
Wells, Dec. 27,1826.
vision be made by law for appropriating the gives a healthy action to the vessels of the
on Account, of more than one year’s
same <
proceedsof sales of public lands, as a (fund skin, and its original colour and smoothness. |
standing, are requested to settle the same
dtiponth(
FREDFAUC GVvEE.NE, for the promotion of learning in this State. Numerous recommendations might be ob OiJF
within thirty days—After which time all ac
The proceeds of said sales to be annually put tained of its superior efficacy, but the Pro ^ i's own mind,
counts will be left with an Attorney for col 1O£Y the subscribers, a smart active young
ecil’cums
ATTORNEY AT LAW,
on interest, and the interest annually added prietor chose that a fair trial should be n'P.1 E
JEB MAN to peddle tin ware.
lection.
JOHN PARSONS.
rI0rhis
ms jou
W J Rf
to the principal, till it shall amount to one its only commentator. It has in three or•font!
SACO,
PORTER & HILLARD.
Alfred, Jan. 5,182f7.
weeks''cured
cases
of
fifteen
and
twenty
yean
ai
gM/.a
million
of
dollars,
after
which
time
the
inter

Dec. 30.______
~
YORK COVmY.....MAINE.
est shall be annually applied to the promotion standing, that have resisted the power of ev L his n
Saco, Dec. 12, 1826.
tf.
aJ| g »
of learning in our schools and Colleges in ery other remedy that could be devised..
It not only at once gives immediate relief $ ¿J U '
a
such proportion as shall be directed by the
< LL persons considering themselves ■WK7"ANTED about twenty cords of good
Salt-Rheum, but cures Tinea Capitis (corfl]th
Legislature.
members of KENNEBUNK LIT
monly called SCALD HEAD) and aU scabbyJ 1‘^e ai
Dec. 23.
, ..
for papers.
ERARY Sc MORAL SOCIETY, are re V V WOOD in payment
eruptions peculiar to unhealthy children, j{J|K i aim <
J.
K.
REMICH.
GREENOUGH
&
BOD
WELL,
quested to give information of the same, with
07“There is nothing of a mercurial naturs
packet
Dec. 30.
HAVE FOR SALE,
in thirty days, to the Secretary ; as they
contained in it, and it may be used on in- L
2
will be assessed up to the present time in or
-g
HANDSOME China TEA SETTS,
HE subscriber givesnotice to all whom fants and others under any circumstance?^J
der to entitle them to a share of its funds.
A O Cheap.
Iivl p
1
he has any demands against to sail, whatever.
J. E. LITTLEFIELD, Sec'y.
Sold
Wholesale and Retail by the
Dec. 9.
settle^and
pay
according
to
previous
engage

HE
subscriber
being
ip
debt,
is
obliged
to
what 1
Jan. 6.
_
o
Jpo |
ments if they wish to save cost ; those that ing agents.
make a peremptory call, on all indebted
David Griffith, Portland; Delano & Wrel ed course.
have engaged produce are requested to bring ney,
to him, for immediate payment.
Boston; Isaac Hill, Concord, N.
&®etlng!
it without delay. Those persons that have
Those who neglect settling their accounts
Putnam & Blake, Saco, and JAMES %
RIME BUFFALO ROBES, this day any demands against the subscriber are re
g
LBS. Prime GREEN COF- until the last Tuesday in January 1827, will
REMICH, Kennebunk.
$e
quested
to
present
the
same
for
payment.
1
V V FEE, for sale by
be sued.
received and for sale cheap bv
***Liberal discount to country d»al©y?’ i | «a<bir
4
H
RALPH CURTIS.
GREENOUGH & BODWELL.
LORD 8c KINGSBURY.
BURLEIGH SMART.
June. 1826.
1826s
eoplyi'
|
June,
Dec. 23.
|Dec. 16.
Kennebunk, Dec. 29, 1826.
i Dec. 9.

NEW GOODS.
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T

T
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W
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W
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T
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